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INTRODUCTION 
The acreage of winter barley grovm in the southenstern 
United States has increased rapidly in the last fev; yerrs. 
In Virginia it hus incre,osed from approximately 13,000 acres 
in 1929 to an estimated 102,000 acres in 1954. Many factors 
have been associated -u'ith this increase in acreage, but un­
doubtedly one of the major ones has been the availability 
of varieties v.'hich are better adapted to the region. Over 
90 per cent of the acreaiic in Virginia is planted with Viong, 
an avjnletted variety distributed in Nev; York, in 1943. 
None of the varieties of barley recommended for growing 
in Virginia is resistant to leaf rust, Puccinia hordei Otth., 
and.most varieties are susceptible in varying degrees to 
pov;dery mildew, Erysiphe graminis hordei El. Marchal. V/ong, 
the most widely grown variety in the state, is highly sus­
ceptible to leaf rust and while moderately resistant to 
mildew in the adult stage, it is susceptible in the seedling 
statue to some races. 
Both of these diseases occur in practically all regions 
of Virginia during most years, end undoubtedly are important 
factors in reducing yields- Jensen (30) and Schaller (49), 
working with powdery mildev;, and Newton and others (42), 
working with leaf rust, have demonstrated that these two 
diseases can reduce yields of barley, even though not present 
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in epiphytolilc proportions. The kernel vjeight and bushel 
v;eiij:ht also may be incrk.edly affected. 
Levine and Cherewicit (ol) have identified five races of 
leaf rust from specimens collected in Virginia. i'he pre­
dominant race v;as race 4 ivhich also was the most v;idely dis­
tributed race in the United itates and Canada. Other races 
identified v/ere races 37, 43, 47, and 48. Although no re­
port v/as available to indicate the prevalent races of pow­
dery mildew of barley in Virginia, Moseman (39) indicated 
that race 9 was the most common race in the Southeast. 
One of the objectives of the barley breeding project 
in Virginia is to develop varieties which are high yielding, 
stiff strawed, awnletted, and resistant to the major dis­
eases, including mildew and leaf rust. In breeding for 
resistance to these two diseases, one shoul.d take into con­
sideration all races prevalent v;ithln the state and surround­
ing areas w-iich may serve as sources of primary infection. 
It Vvas tiie purpose of this study to locate sources of resist­
ance to leaf rust and powdery mildew of barley and to deter­
mine tneir linkage relationships with each other and with 
certain characters of agronomic importance. 
Field readings at tx\;o loc; tions and greenhouse tests 
for seedling reaction to field mixtures of inoculum served 
to differentiate varieties with apparent resistance to all 
major races represented. From the standpoint of the genetic 
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studies it was considered, best to use single racea of the 
disease ort-anisrns, end the most prevalent race of epch or-
ij;anlsin v;;is chosen; namely, race 4 of l^rf rust snd r??,ce 9 
of povjdery mildev;. 
lioat of the Vf.rietiefi v/ith renintrance to pov;dery mildex-j 
aiid le&.f rust were found to posness spring' habit of iTovth. 
Since only winter type varieties are grown in Virginia, it 
seemed desirable to study the linkage of ,:j;rowth type and 
reaction to these diseases. 
Some of the susceptible vjintor varieties ur^ed in these 
investi;:,ations did not represent iderl parents for a study 
of tlie inheritance of the characters involved. They were 
varieties adapted fo Virginia and were used in hopes of 
obtaining suitable lines v.'iiich also could be used in the 
barley breeding- project. 
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OF P^iRTIM'v'JT LITERATURE 
Several excellent bibllo.iraphies hrve been publlnhecl 
on the Inheritance and linkajie relationships of characters 
in barley. One of the moat recent and thorough on en 1b 
that of Smith (5£), who reviewed in [vreat detail the cyto-
lofiic, inheritance, and linlcat,:;e studies in barley. The 
or;-8Jiization of this publication is such thait it is possible 
to readily summarize the \;ork on a particular character. 
Listed in the biblio,,raphy ^-re 1,029 references. Other ex­
cellent bibliographies have been compiled by Robertson, 
Wiebe, and Iraiaer (45) ai'id by Robertson, V/iebe; and Shands 
(46). In view of these blblioijraphiea, references discussed 
here v.'ill be those having'; direct relationship to this study. 
Leaf Rust Studies 
Dickson (12) reported that leaf rust of barley occurs 
extensively in both the winter and spring barley areas of 
the eastern and central United States and is distributed 
generally in most countries v;here barley is yrovjn. It is 
confined to cultivated barley and a few closely related wild 
(grasses. Althourch OrnithoKalum umbellatum. the alternate 
host for this species, is widelj'' distributed, aecial infec­
tion is uncommon in North America. The main rust 
distribution path apparently la a northward sj^read of the 
uradlospores I'ro.ii the iifinter Unrley nrea of the southern 
steteo. 
Malay (o4) v.as the first to recogal^'e physiologic 
tip^-cialization v;ithin br.rley leaf rur.t. Ke iaolated t'.vo 
raoGG from collectionB made, in various purtB of the United 
•jtatea uurinj^' 19L3-27. Until recuutiy, no other racer, v.'ere 
recOi^nis^ed as beinj^ present in this country, probably be­
cause of lacii of research on this organlBin. Physiolo;;:lc 
races have been repoi'ted from other parts of the v;orld. 
(15, 47, 54, 63) RecentJ.y, Levine and Cherevjick (31) sum-
mariasd previous work on specialization in barley leaf rust 
and assiij-ncd unifled-numer?tion race iiu.iibers. A key v/aa 
presented to siiov; where the previously classified races 
fall xjitliln the nei-; classific.'vrAon. A total of nine differ­
ential varieties vjere found to be critical in the identifi­
cation end differentiation of the racial coinrjlexea. These 
varieties are Speciale (C-I- 7536), Reka (C-I* 5051), 3ud;in 
(C-I. 6439), Bolivia (C.I- 1257), Oderbrucker (G-I. 940), 
Wiulnn (C.I. 1024), Egypt 4 (G-I. 6481), Gold (C-I. 1B!5), 
and Lechtaler (C.I. 640B) . The infection record on the nine 
differential varieties is ^iven for each of the 52 races 
Identified. They point out that much of the diificulty in 
identlfyintj, physiolot^ic races of Puccini a hordei stems from 
the sensitivity of the orf^anism to the blotic and physical 
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envlronrnsnt in 'which iu Is cultured. 
A total of 26 .races were identified froi;; 115 C.'n;-61an 
isol^'ces ;:;iid 242 lsol.-:.tes from l.he United Ststes. The rront 
coiiimoii and inost v.ldely distributed r;^ce in each of the two 
countriea v.'as race ^ , wiiich constituted 33.9 per cent of the 
isalat;es from the United otstes and 31.o pe.r cent of these 
i'roa Canada, i'iace 3? v.'a;:^ second in prevalence in the United 
otates, follov;ed by race -17. 'ihcy reported that nevj physio­
logic rac-3 are uncovered cac'ri yo;r in numbers that are 
strlivinf^ly lar^e in proportion to the total number of iso-
lates studied. In viei.ii of the absence of the aeciol sts^^^^e 
of the ori£,anism in this country, thiG multiplicity of rsoes 
was atti'ibuted to luutEitions. 
^;£\vton and others (4 2) studied the effects of leaf rust 
on yield and quality of brrley varieties. The results 
shov;ed that an attack of leaf rust need not be of epiphy-
totic proportions to cause considerable reductions in yield 
and quality of grain. Yield reduction, hox\'ever, xvae not 
alvjays proportionate to the amount of runt pres-ent on the 
vai'iety because of differential damage from the rust. 
oeveral investit^^ator s have studied the effects of envi-
ronmenLal factors on the hont-patho[;,en relationship in bar­
ley leaf rust. Gasnner suio Hasaebrnuk (20) nhov;ed that by 
varyinti tne nitro^^en and potuch suijpliea it v;aK possible to 
induce pronouriced modifiertiona in the reactions of standard 
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collectioiis of b;:rley t,o race 2 and questioned whether the 
ordin,^ry procedure of j rov/in^ tlio differentinl varieties 
I'or detorminr^tion of physiologic r.ices i!i ordincry fie.ld 
or t^arden soil ^-n.ve nuffioiently uniforra results. It v/as 
3Uij,wested t.^ict differontlal v^rititle-: should be i^rown on 3 
synthetic substratum with a constant nutri:;iit content. 
Ronaaorf (47) found that temperature vjaa an important foctor 
in varietal resoCion to barlay le?f ru'3t, and that the niost 
virulent reaction not obtained on all varietien nt the 
saino te:qjGrature• Rust tended to be rcore virulent on Quinn, 
Gallas, Peruvian, riolivis, and Juli;3G0 st 12°C • thnn at n2°C • 
whereas Arequipo, and Mecknoa vjere more resinti-xnt at the 
loiver temperature• D'Olivelra (IS) ob3e?:'ved that uredio-
Gpores Ksre unnble to .Torrrdnrte Bt 28'^C. snd th'-t tha nyce-
lium succuEbed v;hen the host Vv'an auhjected to s. temperature 
of oO'^G. I'or a given period of time. He concluded that dura­
tion of exposure to a given temperature plcyed a very impor­
tant part in "Che resction of different phy3iolo;:;ic racer, 
;.uid that mean temperature in itself was of little signifi­
cance. It v.'f?.a suggeGted tnat strict precautions should be 
taiien for the maintenance of uniform environmental condi-
cions vdien studyinji; physiolo;.;:lc specie.liiitition in barley 
letjf runt. Henderson (SC) concluded that 70°F. vjas the 
apt;lffiuw teraperalure for det£r:;;inin{i seedling reaction of 
varieties. Levine and Gherewick (31) reported that sdeoucte 
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and a moderate and relntivoly oonstnat t,eniporature 
riuc tuatlnfi' around 20°G • viere necensary for liood rust deter­
minations • 
V.'aterhouse (S3) found thnt s Gh?,n[J:e in hnr,t reaction 
type from 0 to 1, from 1 to 2, r^nS from -5 to 4 could be 
brou[;ht about by chanj^inp; sli;;htly the lif.rht anci terripernture 
conditions durin:.'; the development of the rust. Some vari­
eties, however, continued to ulve a 0 rer;ction under extrsme-
ly varied environmental conditions. 
Levine and Cherev-'ick (51) reoorted that isolates may 
change sufficiently in reaction type durin;A- periods of 
storage of uredial inoculum at to 6*^0. to bo claBsiflul 
as different races. Race 11, after several months storage 
at 3° to 6°0., ii'ave a reaction type on the diffo'rential vari­
eties more like that of race 50. T?iey attributed t.\is chani^e 
to mutation. It seems improbable r.hat mutationo vjould he 
sufficiently frequent end in the same direction to produce 
such a chantie in race claBsification• An explanation bassod 
on a race-environraent-variety interaction would seeir. more 
plausible• 
Nunieroua studies on the reaction of b^^rley varieties 
to lepf rur;t have been reported. Mains (^o) and Tains and 
Martini (3o) tested over 600 vj?rietir? from the U.G-D.iU col­
lection in both the field and {^reenhouse to racerj 1 and 2. 
Forty-nine varictit-s chov.'ed hi,:h renintance in the {i'reenhouse 
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tests and a still larger number vjere resistant in the field. 
Bolivia, Jullaca, Peruvian, and Wuliui vjere a:non^ T,he vari­
eties reported to have xiitih resistance, aiid Chile Brev.'infj 
..na Chilean G vjtre anion^i tnose witn moderate resistance, 
waterhouse (65) tested 119 varieties Ijeloiit^ln^ to six species 
and round 16 to be xiigjiily resistant. A large proportion of 
tiie resistaiiu types wex^e in the Hordeum vulf^are species. 
iSroxvn (8) studied the reaction of llo varieties to 
i our physiolof^ic races of leaf rust collected in Canada. 
beven varieties were resistsnt to all four races. VJorkers 
at the Indiana Agricultural K'xperi/nenc Station (29) inocu­
lated 25 Australian barley varieties with races 1 and Z of 
leaf rust and found two wnich v/ere resistant to both races. 
Straib (54, 65) tested varieties to 14 physiologic rf5ces of 
leaf rust collected largely in Germany, \\(ith a fev; from 
Holland, 3v;eden, France, and Turkey- Quinn, Bolivia, and 
Jullaca v/ere among tiie varieties v;i th resistance to all 
races. He found a number of varieties susceptible in ti;e 
seedling stage under greenhouse conditions to be resistant 
in tiie field. Relatively little resistance V/as found auiong 
tiie w.uiter barleys. D'Oliveira (15), vjorking in Englsna and 
Portugal, tested several varieties of uarley, I'eported pre­
viously to have resistance to leaf rust, to 18 races collected 
in England, Portugal, and Spain. No variety was resisteiit 
to all races. Bolivia and Quinn, previously reported to be 
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reslst&nt to the race.s in the United Stater; and Germsny, 
were both susceptible to certain races, "riolivi?- v.'rs svig-
ceptible to 17 races in tht; seedlinj- ot;i-';e. Field tests 
v;ere not conducted. 
Kenoerson (B6), ivorkiny at St. Paul, Minnesotn, studied 
a group of 246 barleys which previously hnd been reported to 
have leaf rust resistance at Mc-dison, Wisconsin. Among this 
group, Icb varieties had only a tr;ice to five per cent of 
leaf rust in the field nnd most of these were resistant in 
the seedling stage in the greenhouse- A fev; varieties v/ere 
resistant In the edult str^ge, but were completely susceptible 
in the seedlin^^ stage under greenhouse conditions. The rust 
used in these studies represented a field mixture and not a 
single race. A large proportion of the varieties found to 
be resistejTit originated from North Africa. 
V.'aterhouse (63) v;as the first to report on the inherit-
mice of resist/jnce to b-rley leaf rust. The plants of 
crosses of susceptible Cape, Skinless, end Kinver v.'ith resist­
ant Manchuria, Virginia Hooded, and Hordeum distichon rarapaui 
typica were completely resistant. The segregation in the Fg 
and F3 generations indicated a single dominant f'ctor pair 
for resistance in all crosses. Resistance to leaf rust 
appeared to be inherited independently of hooded versus 
ai-jned lemma (linkage group IV) and of hulled versus naked 
crryopsis (linkage group III) . In additional crosses 
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studied at a later date, h'aterhcuse (54-) a ,aln found, e 
slUt';le doaiinaut r;v,ctor for resistance end re})orted no 
link., ge betv^eeii resif-'tance to le-f rust nnd stern rust. 
Results obtained ct the Indiana Agricultural I'xperi-
nent Gtatiun (29) also indicated a single dominant factor 
for resistaiice. Resistence was inherited Indepenidently of 
such characters as hoociedness (linkage group IV), glume 
color, hull-lsssneos (linkage group III), and number of 
rovvs (linkage group I). 
lienderson (26), using a field mixture of inoculum, 
studied the inheritance of resistance to brrley lef.f rust 
in the following resistant varieties: (1) VJeider, C-I-
1021, (2) Bolivia, C-I. 1£5V, (5) Purple Nepal, C-I. 1373, 
(4.) Uoal\i, G.I. 2483, (5) C-I. 3410, (6) Morocco, C.I. 4975, 
(7) C.l. 5647, (8) Barley 305, C.I. G015, and (9) C-I. 6306. 
Resistance in all varieties could be explained on a single 
factor btcsis. In all crosses the F]_ v.es interraedlj:te in 
re;..:Ction, indicating a lack of dominonce, which v;as contrary 
to the complete dominance reported by other v.'orkers (29, 63, 
64) . In crosses among the resist;.nt varieties, eight 
(Vielder, Bolivia, Purple Nepal, ilodia, Morocco, C.I. 5647, 
C.I. 6015, and C.I. 6306) were found to heve the same factor 
for resistence. This factor, designated Pa, was inherited 
independently of hulled versus naked kernels in linkage 
group III, of blue veraus colorless aleurone, and hooded 
versus avaied lemma in linkajje ^rou^Vi vt^rsus 
Giaooch av/ii'j in linkatia t>^oup V. T i i c  Tractor for resistance 
ia 0.1. 5410 was diifereat from all others and was desl^-
nr.ted raj_• It wns inherited independently of blue versua 
colorles8 aleurone in linkage group IV and of rough versus 
smooth awns in linkage group V. 
Powdery Mildeiv Studies 
Tvjelve physiologic racee of powdery mildew of barley 
have been reported hy various vjorkers. Mains and Dietz (35) 
v;ere the first to recogni2,e physiologic specisliaation v/ithin 
tliis speciea, and identified five races on the basis of their 
rei.ction on Wepal (G.I. 525), Peruvian (C.I. 935), Goldfoil 
(C.I. 9£8) and Black Hull-less (C.I. 666). Tidd (60) added 
lieil's Hcinn& 3 (C.I. 682) to the list of differential vari­
eties end identified txvo additional races. Cherewick (9) 
added Chevron (C.I. 1111) and Identified races 8, 9, and 10. 
Kev.'ton and Cherewick (41), using these six differential 
varities, later identified races 11 and 12. Moseman (39) 
stated that race 9 yan the most prevalent race in the 
southeastern United States. 
Schaller (49) and Jensen (30) studied the effects of 
povidery raildev; on yield and quality of b-rley. Roth found 
..h.';.t raildew reduced, yields in barley, and under heavy 
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infcctlonG, the reduction in yield of susceptible vrrieties 
v.TS MS hi^;;h as 4;.; per ct-Tit. Sohallor (-19) concludcd th.?t a 
reduction in kernel number per spike w;^s the major coni;ribut-
ing feetor to the decreaQe in yields. 
Tidd (GO) found a ntable roection of rer.intpnt varieties 
in the seedlin^j; stat^;e. During; the v;inter months ronistr^nce 
of adult plants generally was cloaely correlated with seed-
llUij' reaction, but in the spring' months adult varieties 
often siiovved more resistance than the seedling plants of the 
same varieties. He postulated that this pronounced resist-
raice in the sprinji probably resulted from the effect of in­
creased lii_iht or hi(^jher teraperoturea actin;^'; on the host-
parasite complex- Graf-Morin (21) reported that barley 
tended to decline in susceptibility to pov^dery mildew with 
Increase in rjge • He assumed that this increased resistance 
was due not to true physiolo^^ic immunity, but to a mechani-
c::l inability of the fun£;;;us to penetrate the thickened cuti­
cle. As soon as this mechanical resistance was overcome by 
removini_-, the epidermal layer of cells, the old leaves became 
s susceptible as the young leaves. Mfickie (32) obtained 
similar results follov/ing the removal of the epidermal cells. 
Cherev>'ick (9) studied the bioloj^y of Eryslphe p.:raminis 
DC. In studies with barley he found that germination of the 
conidia and penetration up to the papilla stage took plrce 
as well on the nriturally immune varieties rs on the 
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susceptible onije. In 3uGce;>ti.bl0 vax'!eties the ?ip.)istori:'. 
were niimerouB, larg;e, and v.'lth nevsral lon,'^:, rin;;';0r-lll:.c 
projections at eT^ch end. In one (;!;roui,. of reslstcnt vari­
eties tne haustorir! decreased in size and became tnore ab­
normal v.'ith increased resist' iice. In resintant varieties 
with a type 1 reaction, the haustoria if,-ore only rrmall 
sphaeroid lobes. The progressively [jCreBter resiGtB.nce in 
varieties of this type differed only in degree of haustoria 
development rcither than bein^^ a different physiolo;;ical 
phenomenon, ilesistonce of this type appeared to result from 
some antagonistic relationship between the cell protoplr-Bm 
and tlie haustoria which prevented hauctorial oGtablishment. 
In other renistnnt varictii:f3 in v/hich the infection 
polnte were lanrked by necrotic sr'ots, the haustoria developed 
almost as well as in susceptible varletier,. The infected 
ceils, hovever, soon broiie do>;n and tlie fun^'ius was unable to 
develop further. The rapidity of the cytoplrsmic disintecra-
tion after penetration determined the type of infection re­
action. In the flecking; typ«;-s of infection reactions the 
ceils dislntevirated soon after penetration, while in typo 3 
reactions the cells were iillled only after rn advanced devel­
opment of the fungus. The tii-estor the comijatability between 
the host and the pathog'en, the slower the dialntegr;-tlon of 
the host cells and the haustoria. 
Cherev/ick (9) found that pov;dery uilldev developed best 
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at a temperature or appjr'oxiraatnly 18*^0 • yricl t;ist syDOcl liijht 
oonditions prior to the perlou of inoc\iln.tic-n i^eneral.ly ::;;ave 
ber.t development of the fun,^us. licv.'ton rnd Chereicick (41) 
studied the effect of various tempor-atures on the dovelop-
ii'ent of powdery inilcev of barley. Two to three drjB foiruox.'-
ing maximum development of the fuiiiijus at 25°C., thx- pustules 
ceased to produce conicia i;.ud turned into o. rc^sistrait type 
of ini'ection v;ith tliin mycelip.1 nir^ts. Race 6 survived fairly 
v;ell at 25°C •, indie;.:tint^ "Uhr t not all racea were equally 
responsive to temperature changeo. 
Tapke (58, 59) conducted research on the effect of the 
preinoculation environment of the hofit on the development 
of poi/dery mildew. He concluded l;h.';t the degree of j.O.t'.nt 
predisposition to mildev; vb.b determined not neceaearlly by 
t.ny predominant or conGpicuoufi typt.'R of ^--'eathtr or environ­
ment, but rrther by the condition of the pls.nt e?. detei-Kincd 
by the interection of p.ll factors involved in ijrov;t}i. Sus­
ceptibility vas enhenced by those f'ctorr> wliich promoted s 
lush, tender fjrowth. Resictrnce, conversely, \vaG promoted 
by preinocul:;;tion conditions thot tout;;hened or hardened the 
plant. 
Mev.'ton and Cherevick (41) reported the infection types 
of 246 barley varieties and ptrains to nine rfcos of powdery 
iriilde^Ti v;hen inoculated in the seedling stage. Modis, C.I. 
6306, Cebada Oapa, C.I. 4974, and C.I. 4979 were among the 
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varieties with resistance to all races. Batna v.'as nuscep-
tible to races 3 and 10, but was resintont to races 4, 6, 
b, 9, 11, and 12- JUt oi' the Ji4.6 vai'ieties tested, 56 were 
found to have some resistii.nce• Most of them were v;ithin 
tne hordeum vul/^are species. 
biffen (l), conducting one of the first j-'^ene'tic studies 
in utirlei/, studied segregation lor reaction to poiAider.y mildevj 
in a cross of realstaiit hordeum spontaneuni x susceptible 
Hordeufii he^iaslicofurca'oum• In tne Fq ['generation he obtsdned 
bo badly infected plants, 16 with traces of niildev;, and seven 
fri,e fi'Oiii infection. No attempt was made to explain the 
inherit&jiice of resiataiice. lietz (lo) atid Dietz and Murphy 
(14) I'eported on the inheritance of resistence to race 4 of 
powdery mildew in crosses betweexi resistant Goldfoil and 
four susceptible varieties. They found resistance to be 
determined by a single, recessive factor. Jensen (30) also 
studied the inheritance of resistance from Goldfoil to race 
4 and concluded that it v;as dependent upon a sinf/;le, incom­
pletely dominant factor. He found no linkage betv;een poxvdery 
iiiildek. resistance and the factor for tv;o rows versus six 
rows in linkai^e i^roup 1. Bri^jt^s aiiO bai'ry (b) found that 
G-oldfoil carriud one dominant factor for reslstajice to race 
3 of powdery railaew. Ihis factor was inhtritud independently 
of two rows versus six rows in linkafj-e tirouu I and of long 
versus eliort racxiilla hairs in linkage g^^'oup II. 
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Tldd (60) investlfiated the inheritance of resintance to 
powdery mildev, in crosses involvin^ resistant Hanna, Uold-
I'oil, vdid Aruquipa «itn auaceptiule Varieliic-s. Mesistfmce 
in ciii oi'osses ivac deterinined by a sin^^le factor- ihe factor 
troui ilaiiiia and Goldi'oil were partially doniinanU. .the Gold-
foil factor v.'as iniierited independently of rovi numljer in 
linkage group I. xhe lac tor froni /irequipa xvas completely 
dominant and was inherited independently of hooded versus 
av;ned leuiins in liniiage group IV. lidd (Gl) also studied the 
inheriLance of resistance to race 6 in the cross of suscep­
tible I'^eiitherstone x resistant ?jepal. Nepal had one incom­
pletely dominant factor foi' resistance v;nich was inherited 
independeauly oi' av;nod vez'sua hooded leuuna in linkage (jroup 
IV, hull-d versus naked caryopsis in linkai^ie III, o.nd 
siior'c versus loni__, r-aohilla hair in iinkaeje group II • 
and i'c.-vret (6£) found j.'iorite Uristo to carry a 
sin-jle recessive factor for resistcnce to powdery raiidew. 
Hehn (25) studied the inheritance of resistance to rtvce (3 
in a cross invorvin^j Ohevron and concluded that ti/o factor 
pairs -;ere involved, ivecistance vas manifested only in 
plaiits iiomozyij,ous dominajit for both factor pairs. Aoditive 
t^cne action for resiati:nce indicated. 
Bi'ii,,,s and coworkv^rs {'d, o, 4, 6, 6, 7, 17, 5o) , v/ork-
iiitj in Ualifornie., conducted numerous studies on the in-
iiex'itance oi' i"o si stance to r;:.ce o of uov.'dery niildevj. Twelve 
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genetic i'actoi's i'or reslstGnce have been located. Kine of 
these v;ere dominant or incompletely dominant, enci three v;ere 
recefjsive. Seven of the- factoi-s v;ere in linkiige t.';roup II 
tud one in links^e b'J^oup IV. In cll c; sea, rcalE;tfaice vins 
determined by a single ractor. 
Grow til Type Studios 
iakaiiashi (56, 5?) atudied the Inheritance of v;inter 
Vo-rsus spring t;i'rowth type in bf':i"ley, and reported spring-
type to oe coxiditioned by a single dominant factor pair. In 
addition to true wiiiter and sprint^ types, he described two 
intermediate types vmich {^rew in Japan. One grev; noriiially 
when Bown in the spring, but vjhen sown in the fall could 
witiisLand cold the seme es true winter type barleys. This 
he termed ''intermediate form". The other, like normal winter 
varieties, did not head from sprin^j sowing, mid was Killed 
very readily by cold when sown in the fall. He called this 
form ''pseudo-vjinter form". 
Schieniann (50) found that spring type of gro'A'th uas 
dominant over winter, and that the Eg plants seji'regated into 
a ratio of three spring types to one.- v.inter type, indicating 
a iiin^ile dominant factor pair for sprin^i' t^rovvth type. V.ln-
terhardiniifc.6 ,.a£i inherited independently cf winter vei'aus 
Bpriii;,, i_,rov.'th type. ;\upport (-iS) obsei-ved that Sprij.i<£: ^^'rowth 
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habit v/as dominant over winter grov^th habit. The segrega­
tion ratio in the B'o incicated that a number of factors •'.•'sre (sJ 
rt-aponslblu x'or tiie development or t^rowth type-
Neatby (40) reported three lactor pairs Tor growth type, 
i'he expreosiou of i/inter habit of growth wos dependent upon 
the ho0io2.ygous recessive condition of all three factor pairs, 
eacn oi v-;hich apparently was associated wita enrliness of 
heading, hehn {'cb) also found three fr.ctor pairs for winter 
versus sprinf'; grov.'Vn type, ajKl, likev.'ise, found iL necessary 
Lxiat all three be in the homo2.ygou£ recessive condition in 
order to oi^tain a winter typo of j-jrov/th. Either of the 
three X'actors in the homozygjus dominant or hetoro"-ygouw 
condition could independently oexxse spring gro-.vtn habit. In 
certain crosses, onlj' owo factor pairs were found for spring 
type, but they acted essexitially the same as where three v;ere 
involved, xliarliness of heading was associated with one of 
the I'acLors lor gi-owth type. 
Frey (18) studied the inheritance of heading date in 
barley, ihe Ogalitsu variety differed from Harlan by one 
factor pair, while Jet and Anoidium differed from Harlan by 
two Jt'actor pairs. Dale of heading vj&.q associated witn the 
lactor for rouj^h versus smooth awns in one cross and with 
the factor for Dlack versus v/hlte hull character in a second, 
viexelsen (66) also reported linkage between a factor for 
early heading and one for rough awns. David (11) found two 
2C 
factors for earlineso. 
Kiddle ton arid Che pnian (o7) and middle ton and KcMillon 
(<jG) re^^orted tui aGnooir'tlon between riiclorc for spring 
grovrth uaoiU ano. smooth u>;riedneas• Thlc v.'c\c b<?.nod I'-rgely 
on tnu J. act tn? t in croosea of g. a.ucoth tAvned sprints type 
v^ith rough awued Xi;inter types, tiie rough typeB showed better 
vAiiter survival than the Biiiooth types. '.<hen a cr.iooth awned 
v/inter- type was usyd as one parent, there appeared to be no 
t-iifrereuce in survival. 
Awn Type I'.tudies 
Kumerous Ixivectij^iKtors (10, £3, 24, £?, -38, 65) have 
rej,..orv.v.-d e. aii;[jle i'actor for rough versus smooth aw'.;-s, with 
rouc,h avjns dominpijt. Others (11, £2, £5, 44, 51) have re­
ported two J'acLors. One j actor caused barbing over the 
entij.'e awn, xvnereas the other caused barbing only on the 
distal poi'tion oi' oiie av;n. The factor for barbin;^ on the 
distal portion was hyposiatic to the main factor for awns. 
:->'i'lesen (19) studied croi^.^es betweeii lntern;edlate i?iuooth 
and smooth types tuid uetween Intermediate aruooth and very 
siuoouh typec tuid found tv/o facuora wnich influenced th,e 
degree of aiuootiuiesc • 
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MATERIALS AI\iD METHODS 
Dr. G-. A. Wiebe, agronoiiilst in charge of barley inves­
tigations for the United States Department of Agriculture, 
Beltsville, Maryland, kindly supplied seed of 260 barleys 
wijich had shovm resistance to leaf rust in previous tests 
at Kadison, VJisconsin. Many of the same barleys had been 
studic-'d by Henderson (26) at Bt. Paul, Minnesota, and also 
•were resistant at that location. These barleys were planted 
in single five-foot rows at Blacksburg, Virginia, in the fall 
of 1949. The v;inter of 1949-1950 yas extremely mild end all 
varieties survived with very little winterkilling-
inuring the spring of 1950 a very heavy infection of 
leaf rust was obtained in the nursery by inoculating suscep­
tible spreader rov,'3 with a field mixture of inoculum. Notes 
iijere taken on reaction to leaf rust, general adaptation as 
expressed by vigor of the variety, head type, and plant 
height. Powdery mildew did not occur in sufficient amounts 
to Justify the recording of reaction of varieties to this 
disease. 
Approximately 75 varieties having only a tr^ce or no 
leaf rust were harvested for further testing. In the fall 
of 1950 these varieties were planted again at Blr-cksburg 
and at the Eastern Virginia Research Station at Warsaxi/- The 
winter of 1950-1951 was unusually cold at Blacksburg and 
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only 11 varieties survived more than five per cent. These 
survival percenta[£es vjere based on sinf^le five-foot ro;vG, 
but checit varieties planted every twentieth row survived 
from 90 to 100 per cent. Notes were taken on v/lnter sur­
vival and on the leaf rust end powdery mildew reactions of 
those varieties that survived to any extent. All varieties 
survived at VJargjw. Leaf rust did not develop sufficiently 
there to take notes on varietal reaction, but notes v;ere 
taken on reaction to powdery mildew and on the date at v;hiGh 
varieties reached the one-third hersded stage-
In January and February of 1951 these sane 75 varieties 
yere tested in the {.greenhouse for seedlinr': reaction to a 
field mixture of leaf rust inoculum. Between 15 and 30 
seeds of each variety were planted in three-inch pots. 
Plants i;ere Inoculated in the one-leaf staj^e. Prior to 
inoculation, tiie leaves were rubbed between the thumb and 
forefinger to remove the vjaxy bloom, and sprnyed with r fine 
mist of v;ater until small beads were prevalent on all leaves. 
Plants then were inoculated with a talcum-spore mixture and 
placed in a humidity chamber for a period of 24 hours, after 
vjiiich they were left on the i^reenhouse benches. As far as 
IDOssible, the temperature in the humidity chamber and in 
txie greenhouse was kept betv/een 68° and 70°F. Readings for 
reaction to leaf rust were made from IE to 16 d.'-ys after 
inoculation- In this particular study the varieties were 
£3 
rated as resistant, moderately resistant, moderately sus­
ceptible, susceptible, or mesothetic, without i';ivlng ihe 
particular infection type. These v^?.rieties were classified 
at^aiii in the winter of 1951-1962 for seedling reaction to 
a field mixture of leaf rust inoculum and the reaction type 
of each variety vjas recorded. The reaction types used and 
their descrii.'tions as given by Levine and Cherev;ick (31) 
were as follows: 
0, practically immune - no uredia visible, pro­
nounced necrotic lesions or flecks may or may not 
be present; 
1, extremely resistant - minute uredia clearly 
visible, pustules imbedded in v/ell-defined 
necrotic areas; 
£, iV£)derately resistant - small uredia abundant, 
necrotic lesions clecirly defined but less exten­
sive, tureen islands surrounded by necrotic halos 
may be present; 
X, variably mesothetic - conglomeration of uredia 
of diverse sizes and types tending- to inte^^rate, 
both necrotic lesions and chlorosis usually pre­
sent; 
3, moderately susceptible - uredia of medium size, 
usually slight chlorosis but no necrosis at infec­
tion centers; 
4, extremely susceptible - uredia predominantly 
large, necrotic lesions absent, chlorosis may be 
present. 
Plus, double-plus, minus, and double-minus (equal­
ity) signs ere used in connection with Arabic num­
erals to express gradations in severity of infec­
tion produced by a given race; the sign +_ indicates 
a rmige from plus to minus. In the absence of pus­
tules, necrotic flecks are represented by a semi­
colon, following a zero (0;); necrotic lesions by 
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a period, followin;/; a zero (0.); groen islands 
by a colon, following a zero (0:). The exponent ° 
stands for chlorosis; the exponent ^ for necrosis. 
Re:-ction types 0, 1, luid 2 were considered resistant 
ii'id X, 3, and 4 were considered susceptible. All seedling 
reactloxi types for le.:;f rust re))orted in this study vere 
based on these descriptions. 
In the spriHi;;,- of 195£ tiiis same of '<^5 vnrieties 
was pler^ted ;;:t BlF.cksburt; and das-.ified undi";r field condi­
tions for reaction to leaf rust. They vjere planted again at 
i-jlacksbur^-'j in the fall of 1952 and their reactions to leaf 
rust snd pov;dery mildew vere recorded in the spring of 19f33. 
Inoculum of race 4 of barley leaf rust v;as obtained 
from Dr. B. Peterson, Dominion Laboratory of Plant •p<?thology, 
Winnepeg, Canada, and seedling plants infected v.'ith race 9 
of povjdery mildex; of "oarley vjere obtained from Dr. John Mose-
man. Department of Plant Pathology, North Carolina State Col­
lege, Raleigh. Durinf^' the v.'inter of 1952-53, ai.proximately 
44 varieties v.'ere inoculated in the seedlint^- stage with in­
oculum of these races of the two disease organisms. The 
leaf ru3t reactiori types of the varieties were recorded, 
whereas their reactions to pov.'dery mildew were listed as 
resistarit, moderately resistant, moderately susceptible or 
susceptible. Plants v;ere inoculated with povjdery mildew in 
the one- or two-leaf starve by shaking conidia from suscep­
tible plents over the seedling plants, 'iliey then were placed 
in a iiumidioy chamber for £4 liours, after vjiiich thoy were 
lefx on (_,reenhouse benches. The temper;-turo was kept at 
approxIriK-tely 58"F. '.^ei-c tion to powdery niildevj •waB recorded 
from eij^jht to 1£ days followintj; inoculation. 
Seed of ^76 b-.rleys from the \Jorld Collection was mode 
a,va.iiable by Dr. John Iloseraan, Raleigh, Morth Carolin?^, in 
t.oe fall of 19oo. These barleys represented soi:ie of the 
better varieties or selections from the '.'jorld Collection 
based on theii' 3^i,ronoraic performance and disease rciisiotcnce 
in i-iorth Ctirolina- Many of the varieties were the name as 
those in the ^roup sent by Dr. Wlebe. Single three-foot 
rov.'s of each variety v-x-re planted at Blacksburg and v.'arsaw 
in the fail of 19o3. This was axi extremely dry fall at 
Blacksburj^ and poor germination and winterkilling resulted 
in no data. More favorable -irov/in^' conditiono prevailed at 
V^arsaw, resulting in i^ood estsblishment of all vr^rieties. 
They were classified in the sprinj/ of 1954 for field re­
action to le-'if rust and for head type. Pov.-dery mildew did 
not develop in this nursery. 
These 373 barleys also were classified for seedling 
reaction under greenhouse conditions to race 4 of leaf rust 
and race 9 of powdery mildew. The methods of inoculation 
for powdery mildew and leaf rust have been described and 
the reaction types for lenf rust yiven. The pov.'dery mildew 
was classified according to the reaction types given below 
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as described by Mpins and Dietz (35): 
Hiti'hly resistant, denoted as 0. Mncroscopj.cally, 
no mycelium is evident. Chlorotic or necrotic 
spots may be developed by some V8rietlos. Micro-
scopioaiiy, a slignt amount oi' mycelium may de­
velop and infection may be evident macroscopically 
by faint flecks. 
Very resistant, denoted as 1. Sliv;ht to moderate 
development of mycelium evident macroscopically, 
Dut with little or no sporulation. Chlorotic or 
necrotic spots developed by some varieties-
>loderately resistant, denoted by £. A moderate 
to abundant development of mycelium occurs, accom-
panicd by a sliy;ht production of conidia. Chlor­
otic or necrotic arens are formed by some varieties. 
Moderately susceptible, denoted by 3. A moderate 
to abundant development of mycelium occurs, accom­
panied by a slight production of conidia. Chlor­
otic or necrotic areas are formed by some varieties. 
Very susceptible, denoted by 4. Abundant mycelium 
is developed, accompanied by abundant sporulation. 
Varieties with reaction types of 0, 1, and 2 were con­
sidered resistant, and thooe vjith 3 and 4 types v;ere con­
sidered susceptible. 
The crosses used in these studies were made for two 
purposes, ihe first v.'as to study the inheritance and link­
age relationships of resistance to race 4 of lerf rust and 
race 9 of powdery mildew. I'he second was to provide segre­
gating material for use in the barley breeding program in 
Virginia. For tnis reason the resistant parents had to 
possess good a/^ronomic characteristics in addition to resist­
ance to leaf rust and/or po\\;dery mildew. Seventeen rough 
2? 
av;ned, six-rovied, sprln(^f or semi-spring varieties having 
resistonce to one or both of these diseases Vv'ere selected 
for crossiii},^ with susceptible, winter types adapted to \^ir-
ijinia conditions. ihe varieties and their claosificntion 
for the ch^rracteristics studied are listed in Table 1. 
Crosses were mede in 'Uhe y;reenhouGe during the nprlng 
of 1951. The plants v;ere ii:rov.'n at Aberdeen, Idaho, aiid 
seed v^as returned in time for plantinj^: in Virginia in the 
I'all of 1951. ijince these were winter x sprin^;, crosses a 
problem was presented of how exid vjhere to grow the popu­
lations in order to obtain seed from all plants. If fall 
planted, -uhere v/as a possibility of sprinj,;,- types winter­
killing;;, and if spring planted the winter types v/ould not 
head. After considering- the various possibilities it was 
decided to space plant the seed in the fall at W,-rsav;, Vir­
ginia. xhe v;inters there are relatively mild end in most 
years even the true spring; types survive. Three hundred Fg 
seeds of most crosses were planted. In addition, seeds of 
both parents, and in most cases the F]_, also were planted. 
In a few cases the spring parent vjinterkilled, but all 
plants survived. 
The plans v/ere to hrive leaf rust and powdery ralldew 
develop sufficiently to classify individual Fp plants for 
reaction to these two diseases. Hoi^ever, neither' disease 
was prevalent in sufficient quantities to determine plant 
Table 1. Description of the parental varieties used in crosses 
Reac tion or classification for 
character s tudi ed 
G .1. Pov;dery Growth Awn 
no. Naiae Origin Leaf rust mildev type type 
657 Chile Brewing Prob.North Africa^ Resi str-nt Spring 
10£4 =i.uinn Australia Resistant — Sprin^*: — 
1114 Juliaca Peru Resistant - Spring- Rough 
143 Chilean C Prob.North Africa'- Resistant Spring; 
£441 Peruvi&ji Horth Africa Resistant — Spring — 
24 ':odia North Africa Resistant Resistant Spring -
2524 Tunis Resistant Resistf>nt Serai~spring 
2542 — Italy — - Spring — 
•3390 Carre 180 Algeria Resi stant - .Spring Rough 
3391 Batna Algeria Resistant Semi-spring Rough 
3530-2 - Spain Resistant Resistant Spring — 
38S5-ii - Tunis Resistant - Serai-spring -
4974 Morocco — Resistant Spring Rough 
4979 Rabat Morocco Resistant Resistant — — 
5565 - Turkey Resistant - - -
6050 Kentucky rl Kentucky Susceptible Susceptible v; inter — 
6193 Cebada Cap a. North Africa Resi stant Resistant Spring — 
6258 Siaootn Awn 86 Hybrid-Va. Susceptible Susceptible v;inter Smootl 
6306 — Uruguay Resistant Resistant Spring Rough 
6728 Viong China Susceptible Susceptible Ivinter — 
7120 Calhoun Hybrid-Va. Susceptible Susceptible V/inter — 
Origin of these two varieties not definitely kno-m. They are Coast type brrleys 
and are presumed to be frorn North Africa. 
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r-eactions. Betv.'een 100 pnd £00 Fo plants v;ere h-'^rvestsd 
from ;j;:cu cross for Gturlj'ing in the generation. The Fg 
plants of crosses involving rou,ih f\nd srriooth av;ned varieties 
v/tre claasiflad for this characteristic. 
Seeds from each plant were planted in the greenhouee 
durli:[i the winter of 1952-1953 and e.-ch Fg population mss 
classliied iis I'eslGtont, segregating, or susceptible to 
race 4 of lefi-f rust. In the y'lnter of 1953-1954 e::ch F-^ 
population ne^^^regating for rsrctlon to powdery Hildew llke-
uise \v'ao classified for reaction to race S. The methods used 
for inoculfi.tlni', ;:nd classifying tJie plants in the inheritance 
studies "with both povdery mildew and Isrf ru^?t v;ere essen­
tially the same .-^s those used in deterininin'^; the reaction 
of Vfirioties in the studies of sources of resistrnce. 
Seed from eacn Fc plant also v/as planted in a single 
five-foot row in the field soon after April 1, 1953. :iost 
of the F3 populations tvere classified for leaf rust reaction 
and those Ge{i"rega''^i^'i'i powdery mildew reaction v.ere classi­
fied for this cnaracter. Sach F.3 popul';tion filso v/as classi­
fied for .growth type as homoaygoua sprln,;, segregating^' or 
honio2;yy,ous v^inter type. Any plants UThlch headed ^vere con­
sidered spring type, re^^ardless of tholr dnte of honding. 
In the vjint:.-r' of 1953-1954 indivlduFil Fo plants of ai/ 
soue crosses v;ere studied in the greenhouse for reaction 
to race 9 of powdery mildew and/or race 4 of lenf rust. In 
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these BtudlfciS Uiu Fg plan to wei-e apitoe-plau ted in v'ovjk in 
rlats, aloU(:; with the pi.rcntal vr?;rletles ^uicl • The 
classiric.. tijii or ludlvlaual Fg plants \•;^9 deternined tay 
coiapai'iuti thciii viith the p:;rentr?l vr.rieticn and 
progeny. U'heu the 'jairae pleBts v;ere clar-5Bificid for lc'>f 
rufit £.nd powdery mildew rerection, the inoculation v.'l th 
Ici.x' rust iv'i^s made firct Dince it cauned less d.e.m.'i;;n? to 
the piantB. The plants susceptible to l(;af rust \ijere tegged 
and <xil plants v/ex-e inoculater] v.lth povdery niildeiv and 
clasairied i'or reaction to this dieeo.Ee. 
Tho ¥'2 populations of crosses betwee.n refiistant Peru­
vian aiid 0 i.her v I'.riij'cieB resintr.vit to IcGf rust •••ere opaoe-
pl£i-nted iu the field in the spring of 1954. Since only 
spriii^ varieties xjerc involved in thef;e cror>se°, sll ;>lants 
heeded. InaGrauch as le?;.f ru:-t did not develop in the field, 
between 5J atid 100 plants v;ere h<?.rvented froni eac'i cross 
for testing in the F^. The seedlini^: rer.ctionr. of thoRe F3 
lines to race 4 of leaf rust i.ere determined in the green­
house in the fell of 19[31-. 
Gn tlic baBiB of the Fy classification for rouf^h versus 
smooth awns and tiie classificotion for j-rovitli type in 
CRUBKEB irtvolvini;^ SIECO th Iwrn 80 there apperred to be a link-
a^^e between these tvo oharrrcters. The populntions .studied 
had been relatively fiiii&ll to obtain a fpod rae.vRure of the 
apparently loose linkat^e, and it was decided to expand this 
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study '.•;xuh r tlou • In lihc- spring of 1954 pn 
I'V populei;lon of 441 ,;laii1;s from the crocrj of Carre 180 x 
ijinootn c:.6 '.-ao grcvjri ir: the field at L:l; cLsbur^i• i lrntc 
v;ore olaf^sifiac. for --uriter or Epriiit, growth type- The \.'inter 
ty:je j.^l.'^nts procluceci no heads, but all sprin,,; type plnntf^ 
hocidod and v.ere classified for roUr,h or smooth o.vnr,. Ri ch 
F,- spring type pleat kls hrrvested and the seedling 
<c> " ^ 
pro^enicB fror;: cach ;;cre classified in the ti'reenhour>e for 
re';ction to leaf I'uct re a a 4. 
probability for goodness of fit to expected rntios 
in all crosses studied wf.a caJculated fro;:i chl scunre. In 
testin^^- for independence in the di- and trihybridn, the 
diBViation fro;ri the e^ cpectcd S:-3'.5:l or AD:l.b:3:1 v.r.p, cal.cu--
luted. In some cr^onraeo tlie actual rjitio for one of the 
characters oouBidered r!opi-rai:ely did not fit the expected 
•3:1 or 15:1 ratio, and consequontr.y ;i\'.,ve a aignifj.cant cbi 
square fo.r' uevi'/tion froni the expected di- or trihyhrid 
ratio . In thec.e caseo, the deviation froc a ratio evpectod 
on tn^; bonis of the actuatl ratios for e;)Ch character consi-
dsred alone x-aa calculated. Normally t:he probability for 
chl oqu; rc ivhen deviationa ;rre measured froi'i four clar.scn 
ic based on three degrees of freedon. Hovjevar, since the 
expectcd ratio i/aa calculated fro;:, actual ration, one degree 
of frecdor.i u'as lost ior e; ch actual ratio uced, rcf:ul oin£-;: in 
only otio de^^ree of freedo.T. for calculatintj the chi square 
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^ro Labiii 'c.^' • 
In tiie oue- ct'Se ivhere llriki,.-,e wao fouaid, the per ccnt 
ox' cro stiiii-j-GVur ML-Ji estimated by the proc'iuct method -r-u? 
uaooi-iucd by Ijumer (k:3). 
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EXPERIMEK 'i'al results 
Sources of Resistance to Leaf Rust 
and Povjdery Mildew 
Data collected durin^.^ the four years of testing on the 
barley varieties obtained from Dr. G. A. Viiebe are presented 
in Table 2, and those collected on the ones from Dr. John G. 
Moseraan are presented in Table 3. A total of 588 different 
varieties or selections vjere clas:^ified for three or more 
characteric.tics. All of the varieties vjere classified in 
the field for reaction to lesf runt and for he--d type and 
374 v/ere classified under -jreenhouse conditions for seedling 
reaction to race 4 of leaf rust end race 9 of powdery mil­
dew. A total of 15V varieties out of the 374 studied v;ere 
resistant to leaf rust under field and greenhouse condi­
tions. Other varieties \jere resistant under greenhouse 
conditions to race 4, but were susceptible under field con­
ditions. This variability may have resulted from the fact 
that a single race v;as used for the greenhouse study v;hereas 
several races probably vjere present in the field. In sev­
eral cases varieties were resistant under field conditions 
but v;ere susceptible in the seedlin^f, staj^e. These vari­
eties apparently had mature plant resistance, but lacked 
seedling resistance. 
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Table 2, Leaf rust and powdery mildew reactions and agronomic characteriatics of certain "barle; 
Le^ rust 
Maiture plant reaction^ 
C.I. 
no.^ Variety name 
1950 $ 
Black sTJurg 
1951 $ 1952 1953 
Seedling reactlonc 
yield Mixture Bace 4 
1951 1952 1953 
powd( 
Mature plaint : 
Blaclcsbm'g 
1951 1953 $ 
276 Coast tr HR 0 X s3 X Uo tr 
653 Peru tr 
R2 Hl+ 657 Chile Brewing tr HR 0 MR tr 
663 Chile Common tr HR tr X s3 tr 
682 Heil Hanna No. 3 5 
690 Coast 5 
695 Barhaxy 10 
711 llhirkestan 25 
729 Dinar 25 
g6U Rapur 25 
S70 Ruhle 5 
919 lynch 
935 Peruvian 5 
972 Luth 25 
1003 Brak 10 
1016 Kvan 10 
1021 Weider tr 
1022 Sulu 5 
IO2U Q;uinn 0 0 Iffi 0 R ROI R1 60 ilO 
107  ^ Cheliff tr 25 HR 0 R X X 75 50 
1076 Bar qui s 
iK) 
HR 0 R s3 X Uo 
1088 Abacus 0 HR 0 MR RpJ 
R1 
tr 25 
llllf Juliaca 0 0 HR 0 R R1 tr 5 
1120 Featherston 65 
1131 Peruvian 5 
12^3 Abyssinian 5 
R1 Rl-1256 Arequipa 0 tr Ha 0 R Uo 10 
1257 Bolivia 0 tr Ha 0 R R1 ROJ Uo tr 
1311 Plynn 100 
1373 Purple K^al 10 Ha S 0 
^Cereal Investigations accession raunljer, 
^Headings made in the field. 
CHeadings made in the greenhouse. 
% and 2 indicate whether 6 rov/ed or 2 rowed. R - rough "bearded, S - smooth hoarded. H - hooded 
©Refers to general plant vigor and varieties are rated from very poor (0) to good (5). Readings 

Latlcs of certain 'barley varieties from the World Collection when grown in Virginia 
pov/dery mildew , Agronomi c charac teri sti c s 
Lonc Mature pl£int reaction® SeedlingC Blade 8"biarg V/arsaw 
Elace Blaclcs'buz'e V/arsaw Eace 9 1950 1951 1951 
1953 1951 1953 1951 1953 Plant Head Vigor Winter Date 1/3 
? height (in,) type<^ rating^ survival ^  headed 
X IjO tr 0 MR 32 6E 5 0 5/2 
0 29 6R 3 0 4/30 
HL+ tr 0 S 26 6R k 0 V29 
tr 0 28 6R k 0 V27 
25 2R 3 
26 6R 
25 6R 3 
27 6R 2 
12 6R 0 
28 6R 5 
25 6R 2 
22 6R 2 
25 6R 3 
30 6R 3 
27 2S k 
zk 6R 2 
IB 6R 1 
15 6R 1 
60 iK) 25 s 27 6R 5 10 yi6 
X 75 50 25 s 27 6R 5 25 V22 
X l40 5 s 22 6R 1 0 V16 
Hi 
tr 25 0 2k 6R 3 15 Viu 
tr 5 1 s 30 6R 5 5 V23 
31 6E 
26 6R 5 
22 6R 3 
H1- UO 10 5 MR 26 6R 3 10 V24 
ROJ Uo tr 0 S 2^ 6R 2 1 V24 
22 6R 3 
0 0 23 6M 1 1 
)oth 'bearded. H - hooded, N - naked seed, 
) to good (5). Readings made on single 5-foot rows at Blacks'bu.rg 

Table 2. (Continued) 
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Le^ rust 
Mature iDlant reaction^ 
Pov/d( 
BlacksTjurg 
Seedling reaction^ 
Field Mixture Race U 
C.I. 
no.®" Variety name 
1950 
i 
1951 1952 1953 1951 1952 1953 
1379 Mecknos Moroc 0 to HR 0 MR R2 R^-
I3S3 2?anis 65 
1391 Danish Gold to 
1393 Gondqterat 23 25 
1^32 Chilean C 0 m tr MR R2 R  ^
1^33 Chilean D 65 
I6MO Pronghorn 5 
2103 Stavropol 65 
s3 2107 Ellis tr 10 HR 0 S -
2153 Badalc 10 
2192 Abyssinia 10 
22U2 Purple Nepal - Ha tr X s -
221^4 Surprise 0 
22US Summit tr 
22U9 Persicum tr 
2255 Palestine 0 
22S8 Odessa 25 
22S9 Meloy ko 
2291 Childs 100 
2329 Arequlpa to 
2333 Coast 65 
233U Club I'toriout 100 
2335 Coast 65 
2359 Pryor 65 
236I+ Shorthead 100 
zW) Callas 100 
2M4-1 Peruvian 0 HR 0 R R2- R2 
2U76 Conner 0 HR 0 R X X 
2USO Bar qui s - HR tr X R2 -
2U8I Hanful 25 
Mature plant : 
Black s'biu'g 
1951 "1953 $ 55 
10 65 
0 
25 50 
tr 
tr 
50 
65 
^Cereal Investigations accession number, 
^Readings made in the field, 
^Readings made in the greenhouse, 
% and 2 indicate whether 6 rov/ed or 2 rov/ed. E - rough bearded, S - smooth bearded, H - lioodec 
®Refers to general plant vigor and varieties are rated from very poor (0) to good (5). Readings 

Pov/dery mildow Agronomic characteristics 
>n° Mature plant reaction'' SeedlingC Blackslmrg Wareaw 
ice Black oTJurg Warsav/ Race 9 1950 1951 1951 
•953 1951 1953 1951 1953 Plant Head Vigor Winter Date 1/3 
ei ct /•> P height (in.) type^ rating® survival % headed 
jjl- 10 65 10 S 29 6R U 2 V26 
IS 6R 1 
18 2R 1 
17 2R 1 
0 0 MR 28 6R 1+ 0 V25 
30 6R 1+ 
26 6R 3 
25 6R 2 
Vis - 25 50 10 27 6R \ 5 
IS 2R 1 
25 6R 3 
U/2S mm tr 0 18 611 1 1 
18 2R 1 
17 - 1 
22 2S 
15 2S 1 
28 6R U 
26 6H 3 
31 2H 
29 6R 3 
22 6R 2 
21 6R 1 
25 6R k 
20 2R 1 
28 6R U 
27 6R 3 
yi6 tr tr 32 6R i 0 
X 50 5 S 21 6R 1 0 Vis 
- 65 25 18 6R 1 0 U/lS 
19 6R 1 
oth "bearded, H - hooded, H - naked seed. 
to good (5). Headings made on single rows at Blacks'burg. 
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TaTale 2, (Continued) 
Leaf rust - ' " • 
Mature plant reactioo^ Seedling' reaction" Maturp, pi 
Blackaburg Pield Mixture Race U Blackslm 
C.I. 1950 1951 1952 1953 1951 1952 1953 1951 19 
no,^ Variety name ^ ^ 
21^ 3 Modi a 
252U 
2525 
2526 
253s 
2539 
2541 
25^ 2 
25U3 
25)49 
2603 Princess 
2606 
2625 
267U Gordon 
2700 Oderl)rucker 
2725 Early Glievalier 
2792 Colsess 
2821 Coast (Calif. 
297U Algerian 
3207-1 
3212 
32^ 1 
32U2 
32U3 
32U1^  
32^ 15 
326U 
3266 
3337 
33^ H 
0 tr HR tr R R1 R2 tr 
0 0 HR R RL RL tr 
0 0 HR 0 R RO; - 60 
0 HR 0 R RO; 
0 IFFI 0 X r2 
HR 5 S s3 
0 HR Uo MS S3 s3 
0 HR 0 MR X 
0 HR 
65 
65 
65 
0 
10 
10 
0 
0 
0 
65 
uo 
10 
10 
25 
25 
Uo 
10 
0 
25 
10 
tr 
iir 
HR 
hh 
HR 
0 
0 
0 
R 
X 
X 
R 
rO; 
r2 
R2 
X 
rl 
hi 
iio 
^•Cereal Inyestigations accession number, 
^Readings made in tlie field. 
^Readings made in the greenhouse, 
^ and 2 indicate v/hether 6 rowed or 2 rowed, R - rough "bearded, S - smootix l)eard©d, H - h( 
®ReferB to general plant vigor and vai'ieties are rated from very poor (0)  to ^jood (5) .  

1953 
powdery mildew 
Maturg plant reaction^ ~ 
Blackslmrg Vfersaw 
1951 1953 1951 
% /o 
Seedling'^ 
Eace 9 
1953 
Agronomic characteristics 
1950 
Blaclcaliurg 
Plant Ilead 
height (in.) type' d 
Vigor 
rating® 
2^ 
Winter 
aux'vival ^ 
mL 
R2 tr 0 tr m 33 6R 5 5 
RI tr tr R 36 6R 5 10 
«i 60 50 25 28 6R 3 5 
50 10 2k 6R 2 0 
tr 0 25 6R 1+ 0 
tr 0 25 6R 3 0 
11 6R 0 
S3 tr tr s 29 6R 5 0 
65 1 26 6R 4 1 
31 6HU 5 0 
33 6s 5 
28 6R 3 
Hi UO tr s 25 6R 3 0 
28 6R 3 
27 2R 2 
Ik 6H 0 
75 50 2S 6R U 0 
L!0 Uo 10 25 6R 3 5 
23 6R 2 
21 2R 2 
21 6H 1 
22 6R 1 
15 6R 1 
22 6R 2 
29 6h 
26 6R 
R1 tr 0 s 30 6R k 0 
Bk 2R 3 
21 6R 1 
v29 
v2u 
k/2S 
v29 
u/23 
I(/29 
v26 
W19 
¥23 
looth "bearded, H - hooded H - naked seed, 
I) to ipo^ L (5) .  Readings in&,do on single 5-foot rows at Blackslure, 
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Tatle 2, (Conti nued) 
C.I. 
no.^ Variety name 
Lecif ruGt Po 
l>5atar e plant r eac bi on*^ Seedling i^eaction® Mature •DIP'H 
Blacks"btirg Field Mixture Race U Bltickslmrg 
1950 1951 1952 1953 
io 
1951 1952 1953 1951 
i 
1953 
3373 65 HR 1>IR s3 75 
3377 0 65 HR 10 MS s3 25 65 
3380 10 
33S2 25 
33S6 Carre 26 
3387 Carre U2 0 5 HR 0 R R1 25 50 
3388 Carre 4S 10 
R1 R1 3389 0 tr IE 0 R ho 
3390 Carre ISO 0 0 HR 0 HR RO; RO; Ho 25 
3391 Batna 0 IDl 0 R R1 R1 tr 
3392 0 25 HR 
R1 RO; 
65 
3393-1 Bonfarik 0 HR 0 R 50 
3393-2 Bonfarik 0 0 HR 0 R RO; Rl- 50 
3395 Lyallpur B.S. 0 
3396 Ho sliiaa^ur 0 
3397 Gujrat 5 
3^ 100 Hianwali 65 
3M05 Balouchi sta 25 
3U13 5 
Ho S3 R2 3519-1 HR tr R 25 ilO 
3529 0 0 HR 0 R Rl r1+ 10 25 
3530-1 0 0 HR tr R R1 R1- tr tr 
3530-2 0 tr HR 0 R R1 R1 tr tr 
3555 5 
356s 0 
3569 25 
3573 0 
360U 0 
3609 Palmella Blue 10 
361U 0 
^-Cereal InveBtigationa accession imsiber. 
^Eeo^ln«;s made in the field. 
^Headings made in the greenhouse, 
^ and 2 indice.te whether 6 rov/ed or 2 rowod. R - rou^i "bearded, S - araooth tjoarded, H - hoc 
^Refers to general plant vifior aiid varieties are rated from very poor (O) to good (5). Hentli 

1953 
Pov/dery • mildew Agronomic cha.racteristies 
Mature Dleiit reaction^ Seedling^ Blacksturg V/arsaw 
Bl£;.cl:s"burg Warsaw Kace 9 1950 1951 1951 
1951 1953 
i i 
1951 
S 
1953 Plant Head Vigor 
height (in.) type*^ rating® 
Winter 
survival $ 
Date 1/ 
headed 
75 25 25 6r k go 
25 65 10 25 6r k 5 
16 6r 1 
25 6r 3 
26 6r 2 
25 50 25 26 6r H 5 
H1 
23 6r 2 
Uo Uo 20 s 25 6r 3 1 
HO; iio 25 1 s 22 6r H 1 
R1 tr 5 r 3S 6r 5 0 
65 10 6r 2 90 
RO; 50 25 s 31 6r U 1 
Rl- 50 Mo s 2S 6r iv 1 
IS 6r 1 
20 6r 1 
20 6r 1 
22 6r 1 
22 6h 1 
22 6r 1 
r2 25 ik) 20 s 28 6r U 70 
Rl+ 10 25 5 s 30 6r U 90 
r1- tr tr 0 s 33 6r 5 90 
r1 tr tr 0 hr 31 6r 5 S5 
15 6r 1 
15 6r 1 
13 6r 0 
15 2r 1 
Ik 6r 1 
11 2s 1 
lU 2s 1 
BHiooth "boarded, H - hoodod, N - naked seed, 
(0) to good (5). Headings made on single 5-foot rov;B at Blaclcsburg. 

'ral)le 2. (Continued) 
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C.I. 
no.s- Variety name 
Leoi" rust 
Mature plant reaction^ 
Blade sburg 
1950 1951 1952 1953 
cl 
Seedling reaction<^ 
Field Hixtvu'e Hace 
1951 1952 1953 
MatUi'e pi 
Blaclcs'bu 
1951 19 
363u 
3635 
3656 
3659 
36s3 
10 
10 
0 
0 
0 
3701 
370U 
3709 
3725 
3726 
3737 
3/3s 
37^t6 
376u 
3776 
377s 
37S1 
37S7 
37SS 
3791 
3799 
3S05 
3S91 
3893 
389U 
3895-1 
3895-2 
3895-1 
3897-1 
3897-2 
Retu 
Revil 
0 
10 
5 
0 
0 
0 
ito 
0 
tr 
tr 
10 
5 
tr 
5 
25 
^40 
0 
0 
tr 
HR 
tr im r 
s3 
R1 RO; 
0 tr 1® 0 R RO; 
0 HR 0 R RO; RI 
0 HR 0 HR RO; RO; 
0 HR 0 R RO; RO; 
0 HR 0 R RO; 
65 
65 
^'Cereal InveBtigations accession number. 
^Readings wade in the field, 
^Readings mde in tlie grcenlioxise. 
^ and 2 indicate whether 6 rowed or 2 rov;ed. R - rou^ hearded, S - smooth bearded, 11 - hi 
®ReferB to general plant vigor smd varieties we rtited from very jjoor (O) to {jood (5). Rear 

Pov/dory mildew Agrononic cliaracteriotiCB 
bionc Matiire pliint reaction^ SeedlliigO Black Bliurg V/arsav; 
Bace ii- BlaclcsTjurg Vfarsav; Bacc 9 1950 1951 1951 
1955 1951 1953 1951 1953 Plant Head Vigor 
height (in,) type<^ rating® 
Winter 
survival ^  
Date 1/3 
headed 
rO» 
hi 
rO; 
EO; 
50 
65 50 
20 
65 50 
25 
i}0 
uo 
10 
10 
0 
20 
l<0 
s 
s 
s 
9 6R 0 
15 6R 0 
16 6R 0 
15 6R 1 
Ik 6R 1 
Ik 6E 1 
13 2R 1 
9 6H 0 
15 2S 1 
12 2S 1 
16 6H 1 
20 6R 2 
19 6R 1 
lU 2R 1 
13 6H 1 
12 6R 1 
15 6R 1 
21 6R 2 
20 6R 1 0 V19 
21 6R 1 
21 6R 1 
21 6R 1 
25 6R 3 5 V26 
15 6R 1 
15 6R 1 
23 6R 3 1 V26 
39 6R 5 0 U/26 29 6R 3 0 
25 6R 3 0 U/26 
26 6R 3 0 k/23 
aooth 'bearded, II - hooded, N - nalced eeed. 
D) to good ( 5 ) .  Readings niade on single 5"foo't rows at Blacksimrg. 
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Table 2, (Continued) 
C.I, 
no,^ Variety name 
Leaf rust Powd 
Mature plant reaction'^ Seedling reaction^ Matiire plant 
Blackslnirg I'ieid Mixture Race 4 Blactaburg 
iqpiO 
P 
1951 1952 1953 
'i, 'a r P 
1951 1953 1951 1953 
3892-1 0 im tr X X tr 
3S9&-2 0 m X R2 
3901 Bi slcra 0 HR 0 R R*^! 5 
3902-2 Morocco 10 
3903 0 I 0 H RO; R1 10 
39^+1-1 0 HR 10 X R 0 
39U1-2 65 
iioi^g 10 
i+ios Sacreaento to 
^1-156-1 5 
U156-2 Uo 
U160-1 Uo 
il-200 Uo 
U200-1 10 
H203 25 
^1210 to 
1^219 to 
1+220-1 10 
U223-2 25 
1^259 Pryor to 
I1259-I to 
U268 to 
»I26S-1 25 
U269-1 to 
U270-2 65 
l!22l-t Lincoln 65 
H3U7-2 10 
^356 65 
11-363-1 5 
^'.376 65 
^-Cereal Inveetigations accession num'ber, 
^Readings made in the field, 
^Readings made in the greenjaouse, 
^6 rmd 2 indJ.cato x^diether 6 rowed or 2 rowed. R - rough boarded, S - smooth 'bearded, H - hood< 
®ReferB to general plant vigor and varieties are rsited from very poor (0) to good (5)# Reading 

li 
Agronomic characteristics 
3tionC Matiire plant reaction" Seedling'^ Blackslrurg V/arsaw 
I^ce U Blade sburg V^arsav; Race 9 1950 1951 1951 
1953 1951 3.953 1951 1953 Head Vigor Winter 
•/, $ heiglxt (in.) type^  rating® survival 
tr 0 25 6h 3 0 
tr 27 6R U 0 
55 19 6R 1 0 
2H 6R 1 
11^ 10 10 S 21 6R 1 0 
0 0 25 6h 3 0 
R
H
23 6R 3 
21 6R 2 
23 6H 3 
2J+ 6s 3 
22 6s 3 
25 6R 3 
26 6R 3 
23 6R 2 
19 6E 1 
27 6s 3 
16 2H 1 
15 2R 1 
25 6R 3 
22 2R 3 
22 2R 3 
25 6H 2 
23 6H 1 
22 2R 3 
' 2 6  2R 3 
26 6R 3 
24 6H 3 
25 6R 3 
19 2R 3 
26 2R h 
smooth "bearded, H - hooded, H - nsiced seed, 
(0) to good (5). Reaflines ms-de on single 5-foot rows at BlacicsTmrg. 
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Table 2. (Continaed) 
Leaf xnist Pov; 
Mature plant reaction'^ Seedlin£; reaction^ Mature plaint 
BlacksTjurg Field Mixture itece 4 Black sbur^.": 
C.I. 1950 1951 1952 1953 1951 1952 1953 1951 1953 
no.O' Vcjiety naxae % 
HU28 
4522 10 
U6g6 Little Ben 
U696 MensTiry 65 
H757 65 
US97 25 
i^96s-2 5 
R1 1L 9^7^  0 HR 0 X R2 tr 
U975 0 IFFL 0 R R1 HI- tr 
9^76 tr IIR 0 IIR R^ 10 
1+977 5 
1^972 10 
rO; R1 9^79 Raljat 0 HR 0 HR 10 
50^ 7 Paso 5 
5051 Reka 1 25 
505U Reka 2 5 
5055 fralbut 25 
5056 Lansdale tr 
RO; RI 505s Sentinel 0 tr HR 0 R l© 10 
5097 UO 
5113 10 
516U The Golden 10 
52U3 Bomn'bori 5 
5257 Mekuma 100 
525s Rokaki 65 
5260 Borivior 5 
5263 ICankyo 65 
5283 C. C. Selection 10 
531U It 5 
i|0 5317 II 0 mi 0 MR s3 25 10 
^•Cereal Investigations accession n\unT:)er. 
^Readings made in the field, 
"^fieadings made in the greenhouse. 
and 2 indicate v/hetlier 6 rov/sd or 2 rov/ed. H - rou^i Ijearded, S ~ smooth Tjearded, H - hoode 
®Eefers to general plant vigor and vjiirieties &re rated from very poor (0) to good (5). Ker.din^ 

•powdery mi Idow Agronomic cliaracterlGtiCs 
itiottC Mature plaint reaction'^ Seedlini;° BlaclisTaiirs Warsaw 
liBce 1-1^ Blacks"burs V/arsaw Eace 9 1950- 1951 1951 
1953 1951 1953 1951 
'p 
1953 Plont Jlsad Vigor 
height (in.) type*^ rating® 
Winter 
survival ^ 
Date 1/ 
headed 
rh 1+ R 
llo 
26 6R 3 
23 6R 3 
25 6n 3 
28 6R 3 
2S 6R 2 
26 6H 3 
19 2R 3 
tr tr HE 25 6R 3 0 
tr 0 R 28 6R 3 0 
10 20 S 21 6R 3 0 
22 6R 3 
17 6R 2 
10 HR - 6R 3 0 
28 6R 
26 6R 3 
26 6R 3 
22 6R 3 
12 6R 3 
10 10 S 21 6R 1 1 
29 6R 
25 2R h 
21 2R 3 
25 6E 3 
23 6R 3 
26 6R 3 
27 6R 3 
28 6R 3 
26 6R 3 
21 6R 3 
10 1 25 St 3 5 
v29 
4/28 
k/20 
¥23 
k/21 
Binooth "bearded, H - hooded, jJ - nalned seed, 
(0) to good (5). Readings made on siagle ^j-foot rov/c r.t Blaekslvarg, 
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TaTile 2. (Continued) 
G.I. 
no.Q- Variety name 
Leaf rust 
Mature plant reaction*^ 
Blacks'biirg 
1950 1951 
ci 
1952 1953 
Seedling reaction^ 
Field Mix tore Baco" ^-1-
1951 ignp yc. 19133 
po'al 
[•to,tare jilajrit 
Blade sliurg 
1951 1953 
T P 
5326 
5332 
5333 
5336 
5339 
53^1 
5353 
5355 
5356 
5359 
5360 
5366 
5372 
5373 
539^^ 
5^39 
5u1v5 
5446 
5449 
5450 
5u53 
5584 
5585 
55S7 
56u6 
5647 
5731 
5756 
5204 
G, C. Selection 
^ray election 
Caspian 
Marco 
10 
10 
tr 
tr 
tr 
tr 
10 
25 
25 
40 
40 
10 
10 
25 
100 
10 
25 
5 
100 
tr 
65 
65 
0 
65 
5 
10 
0 
4o 
0 
10 
25 
tr X s3 
R 0 R R1 
HR 0 X R2 
HR tr 
I X S3 
75 
40 HR 0 
HR tr 
S,X 
r r-^ 
m r2 
r'-
r-^ 
r2 
25 
25 
40 
ik) 
0 
25 4o 
tr 
^Cereal Investige-tions acceesion nxiniber. 
Readings made in the field. 
^Resdines made in the greenliouse, 
6 and 2 indicate v;hether S ro\;c;d or 2 rov;ed. R - rougla "bearded, S - Bmootli betirdod, 11 - hooc 
®Referfi to i^eiieraJ. plant vigor and vnriotieR are rated from very poor (0) to /^ood (5). Rer.dii 

Pov/dery mildew Agronomic cliaracteriatics 
ion° !-fc,ta're jilsiit reaction'^ Seedling" Black slmrg V/arsaw 
Ite,ce ^1- Black sliur g V/ar saw Bace 9 1950 1951 1951 
1953 1951 1953 1951 
 ^ i" 
1953 Plant Head Vigor V/inter 
height (in,) type^ rating® siorvivol 'fo 
3)ate 1/3 
l^eaded 
h2 0 
25 
25 
Ho 
r-* 
h2 
25 Uo 
tr 
20 6R 1 
23 6H 3 
25 23 6R 2 0 
25 s 28 611 U 1 
25 30 6R 5 0 
19 6R 1 0 
10 23 6R 3 
20 6H 3 
20 6R 2 
25 6R 3 
20 6R 3 
21 6R 3 
23 6H 3 
25 6R U 
2U • 6R 2 
2U 6H 3 
23 6H 3 
20 6H 3 
2IL- 6H 3 
5 20 6H 1 5 
22 6H 2 
31 6H 
10 s 30 6R li. 5 
25 6R 2 
29 6R 1+ 
25 2R 3 
0 s 25 6R 3 0 
15 2R 1 
20 2R 1 
19 6R 2 
y23 
h/ig 
U/20 
k/zk 
U/20 
v2s 
v25 
nooth 'bearded, H - hoodsd, II ~ rialced seed. 
3) to good (5). Readin^js made on single ^foot rov/a at Islcidts'burg. 
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Table 2, (Cont.imed) 
Leaf rust 
Matare plant reaction" 
Black sbur;:^ 
C.I. 
no.®" Vai'iety name 
1950 
1> 
I9!;ii 1952 1953 
)'• 
1951 
5839 65 
5S40 65 
58l^^ 65 
5S62 10 
5863 tr 
5911 ELynn 1 100 
5912 Peruvian 1 65 
591s riynn 37 100 
6011 Commander 65 
6015 Barley 305 25 
6057 ko 
6193 Cebada Capa 0 HR 0 R 
6299 ZZ Second 10 
6306 Hi cardo 0 Iffi 0 R 
6311 Morocco 5 
6313 Span!sche 0 0 HR 0 R 
631U Australisciie 22 tr 
6356 Marionti 25 
6438 tr 
sm 0 HR 0 R 
6U59 0 HR 0 R 
61^80 I£a1}an 25 
6II81 Egypt k 65 
61-^ 82 Cruzat 25 
6U83 Austral 65 
G568 Peruvian I9 10 
7123 Bolivia X Chevron 0 
Se 9dli ng'reac ti one• 
Pi eld "t ii:c bur e Hace 'm-
952 iy:i3 • 
po 
Matixre plg'ai 
Blacks Taurg 
1951 1953 
rl 
rO; 
RO; 
rO; 
rl 
r^-
rO; 
tr 
tr 
J-IO 25 
5 
ik) 
s-Cereal Investigations accession nora'ber, 
^Readings made in the field, 
CReadings made in the greenliouse. 
^6 and 2 indicate liacther 6 rowed or 2 rowed. R - i-ougl'i "beaded, S - smooth "bearded, H - hood 
^Refers to r^ eneral plant v±ipT cJid varieties are rated from very poor (O) to good (5). Readin 

Agronomic cmracterlstlcs 
mc Matixre pleiil; reaction^ Seedllngc Blade stiu-g Warsaw 
^ce Blacks ljurg Warsaw Hfi.ce 9 1950 1951 1951 
Lyi:i3 1951 1953 
> 
1951 1953 Plant Head Vigor 
height (in.) type^ rating® 
Winter 
©urvival ^ 
Date 1/3 
headed 
29 2R 3 
2h 2R 3 
2LL- 2R 2 
17 2H 1 
17 2R 1 
22 6s 2 
22 6s 3 
2k 6s 3 
27 6R 3 
25 2A 3 
19 2R 1 
HO; tr 0 R 27 6R U 0 V29 
2U 6s 3 
R1 tr 0 HR 32 6H h 0 5/1 
25 6R 3 
RI ^ 25 5 S 2S 6R U 5 V25 
12 6R 1 
10 6R 0 
R1-
23 2R 3 
V29 5 5 S 2S 611 U 0 
ROJ lK3 10 s 2S 6R ii- 0 V25 
22 2R 2 
2U 6R 2 
23 6R 3 
25 2R 3 
26 6R 3 
21 6R 1 
ith "beai'ded, H - hooded, IT - npjcod seed, 
to good (5). Headings mr),dD on single ^-foot rovrs at Blade 

4o 
Table 3. Reaction of a group of barleys from the V/orld. 
Collection to seedling Infection \\'lth race 9 
of powdery niildev; and race 4 of le.'^f rur.t, 
and mature plant re;;'Ction to a nntural 
infection of leaf rust 
P.J. or Kildev; Leaf rust Head 
C-J. no-^"^ Variety name Race 9^^ Race 4^ Field^ type^^ 
Hooded 16 x Sunrise 
30 Hsjina 
170 Kensury 
192 iiankow 
194 Telli 
206 Han River 
221 Greece 
22o Argentine 
277 Scottish Pearl 
662 Tenarab 
704 Popeline 
705 Black Russian 
7o7 Niver 
864 Rapur 
876 Tennessee Winter 
895 Cusada 
906 Henna 
928 Goldfoil 
979 Ghost 
1009 Viofut 
s5 HS 6H „ 
r2 s3 S4 3 2R 
34 r2 3 6R 
S4 RU; R 6R 
34 R^I R 6R 
st s^ 3 6R 
s3 R^,S^ R 6R 
34 S'5 H3 6R 
sf 3 6R 
r1 RO; R 6R 
3 6R 
R2 a 6R 
R1-^ HS 6R 
s4 RO; R 6R 
3'^ 3"^ HS 6R 
s3- S 6R 
rO C.3- 3 2R 
R^ 33 r? u 23 
RO;,3^ RO ;, 3-^ s 6R 
R1 g3- 3 6R 
^Plant Introduction or Cereal Investigations accession 
numbers. 
Seedling reaction as determined under greenhouse conditions-
^Mature ulant reaction to natural inocul.: tion under field 
conditions. 
*^The follov/lng symbols used to describe head type: 
6R - 6 rowed, ruugh bearded 
63-6 rowed, smooth bearded 
6 semi-R - 6 rowed, semi-
rough bearded 
6H - 6 rowed, hooded 
6J31. - 6 rov/ed, beardless 
GAR - 6 rov/ed, avmletted, 
rough 
6-2R - 6 rowed, 8 rows 
rough bearded 
2R - 2 rowed, rough bearded 
23 - 2 roved, smooth bearded 
2 semi-R - 2 rowed, oemi-
rough bearded 
2H - 2 rov;ed, hooded 
2B1. - 2 rowed, beardless 
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T a ble 3. {C on tlnu ed) 
P.I. or Mll.de'W Leaf ruBt Head 
C.l. no. Variety ncjiie Race 9 Race 4 Field type 
1014 Ere mo 
1015 iSderle 
1016 Kv.'an 
101? Monte Oris to 
1021 Vjeider 
1024 c-iuinn 
1050 Wansnipe 
1064 Cadmus 
106-3 Koran 
1077 Pandora 
1079 Chinerrae 
1085 Dehra 
1091 Go pal 
1179 Algerian 
1257 Bolivia 
1263 Fleche 
1264 Donjon 
1266 Sabbaton 
1365 Bolivia 
1412 Abundie 
1556 Minsturdi 
1601 Pasiia 
1614 Fleche 
1B03 Hoodless Beardless 
2045 Rialto 
2159 Wisconsin Winter 
2192 Aby.ssinia 
2202 Black Russian 
2250 Purple Nudum 
2 <--66 Donjon 
2318 Khataila 
2346 
2350 
2420 
2433 Dupley 
rO 
h1~£ 
R2 
ro;,3^ 
Rl 
c'4 b 
r-'i 
vA 
; , s4 
rO 
3'^ 
i 
o o 
rii+ 
3-3 
Rl, 
rO 
r1-
s3 
i _ p  •ax—r^ cio 
rO; U 
no a4 R 
3-^ 
ro s4 
g4''' 
r1-2 
g4 
r-,s-^ 
Rl 
Rl 
rt^ 
rO; 
r2 
s3 
r'--»-
-^ 2+ 
ro , 3'^ 
53 
r1 ,34 
rO 
«£+ 
r2 
rO 
r2+ 
s-j, r'^ 
r2' 
g4 
r2+ 
s3 
Rl 
3-5 
rQ; 
rO; 
r>4 
HS 
R 
3 
H3 
m 
n u 
3 
3 
R 
R 
o 
R 
r,s 
HS 
R 
3 
H3 
R 
h, 
R 
6R 
6R 
6R 
6R 
6R 
6R 
6R 
6R 
6r 
2R 
6h 
6R 
2R 
6R 
6R 
6 semi-R 
SR 
6R 
6R 
6R 
6R 
6R 
6R 
6B1. 
2R 
6R 
6R 
6R 
2R 
6R 
6R 
6R 
6R 
6R 
6R 
Table 3. (Continued) 
p.I. or 
C-I. no. Variety name 
Kildev; 
lac a o 
Leaf rust Head 
Race 4 B'ield type 
:3434 
i^44l 
)i444 
2456 
2460 
;i478 
£479 
24:86 
2491 
2524 
2 b 25 
2526 
2538 
2542 
2546 
2549 
2674 
3198 
3212-1 
3i:36 
3238 
3345 
3348 
3375-1 
3382 
3387 
3390 
3395 
3396 
3398 
3400 
3401 
3405 
3407 
3512 
Rubarb 
Peruvian 
niii'rate 
McaJiimon 
Lochink 
Ramadan 
bo n file 
Mo die. 
Oldambster Vv'lnter 
Gordon 
sefr 
Carree 42 
Garree 180 
Lyallpur iJ3 
Huahiarpur 
Kulu 
Misiiwali 
Mult an 
Balouchista 
Black BS 
n2 t i ^ 
r(2 
o4 
oO 
rO-' 
r2-
rI 
2 0.4-. w 
H9, 
rO 
rO 
O 
r1 
rO ; 
TJO K i 
"^ 4 r° 
rO 
RO; 
rO; 
r^ 
s3' 
o4 DO ; 
RO; 
rl-
pO; 3? TJ 24' 
^3-
O 
K" 
T^2 
34' 
o4 ) J 
r2 r1 
o4 
kj 
rO; 
nO; 
rO; 
rO-
rO; 
r1 
r'-
'34 
r0-2,s4 r2 
rO*» 
rO; 
c-to — 
a 
n 
6R 
r\ 
a. 
Olt 
6BI 
r 6R 
s 6r 
3 6R 
r 6r 
r 6R 
s 6P. 
r 6R 
r 6r 
6R 
r 6R 
T.") i V 6R 
r 6R 
r 6R 
r 6R 
b 6R 
r 2r 
5 6R 
r 6R 
0 2r 
s 6r 
5 6r 
]^v 6R 
T? 6R 
L-V 6]1 
r 6r 
R 6r 
s 6R 
r 6r 
r 6R 
r.s 6R 
h3 2r 
c; 6r 
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Trble 3. (Continued) 
j.'.I. or Mlldexv Lo?:f ruet Heo.d 
C.I. no. Voriet;y n/ru'iie '<r:ce 9 Race 4 Field typs 
ob£7-1 
6b27-
3528 
3530-2 
3543 
3553 
356£ 
3609 
3614 
36 ii3 
3644 
o7 cO 
37E5 
3882 
3S86 
3887 
3891 
3898-B 
3913 
3933 
3941-1 
4106 
^kQ2--2 
4219 
4220--1 
4243-1 
4291-
4297-• id 
4312 
4314 
4316 
4327 
4329 
4335 
4343-
-1 
Tennessee Winter52 
Palmella Blue 
Retu 
vat^abond 
yvlq.sl£cl 
nO o 
rO; 
rO; 
\ip 
r1 
ai 
pp 
DO 
•qo 
^4 
pc 
r1-2 
4 
d4 o 
^4 
o4 
r1 
0-1^ q4 R 
k2 
r-
r1 
s4 
33 
r1 
S2 k\ 
Ro; r 6r 
rO; r gr 
rO; r 6r 
RO; r 6r 
34 3 8r 
r2 .3 6r 
r2,34 hs sr 
rO r 23 
'p2 r r 0 <10 
r'^ r 2r 
r^4 r gr 
a  0 
R0,33 r 23 
s  6r 
3 8r 
,,3- s 6r 
r 6r 
f^o-1 r 6r 
r'- 0 0 br 
r 6r 
r° , r br 
vA 3 6r 
R2 S 6r 
r*^; r 2r 
rO;  r 2r 
33 S 6r 
R2 r gr 
S 6r 
R1 r 6r 
r 6r 
Spi ti 
rO 
rG; 
rO; 
r^' 
r'-+ 
R,: 
R 
R 
R 
R 
6R 
6R 
6R 
6r 
6R 
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Table 3. (Continued) 
i'«I« or Mlldev; i.eaf ruat Hcrid 
G.I. no. Variety name Race 9 Rpce 4 Field type 
4 3 i) 
4356 
4555-1 
4624 
4678 
46b6 
4696 
4J66 
4967 
4968 
4368-2 
4972 
4973 
4979 
4999 
5000 
5008 
5010 
5012 
5029 
5043 
5056 
5062 
5064 
5144 
5145 
5165 
5173 
5187 
5185 
5225 
523B 
5239 
5338 
5339 
Rup je 
Little Ben 
Mensury 
Rabat 
Lansdale 
Ezond 
Oraugi 
Kido 
da)ca 
Chusi 
Dohadak 
Saru 
Dental 
Dabaku 
Rangubori 
C- G. Selection 
m 
r0/j4 il2+ C • gr 
r1 Rl r or 
r2- RO; R 6r 
r2 s 6r 
S4 r2* hs 6r 
o o— l.j hs Gri 
RO; r 6r 
a 6s 
h2+ r2 R 6r 
r^ r2+ hs 2r 
r2- rO; s,r 2r 
R'^'; R 6r 
rO r 6r 
r9 RO R 6R 
R2,S^ RO; r 
r2-i- s 6r 
RO ; s 6r 
3^ G or 
.-4 R2- x.) 6r 
ro 33 r* 0 6B1. 
[J 6-2r 
rO|-2 r 6R 
r1-2 r2 3 6r 
R2 r2-h hs 6r 
R2 34 s 6r 
s'i s 6r 
r2- s^ - s 6r 
h2 hs 6!'( 
r^,s'^ sj G 6r 
R2' 5'^ B 6h 
r1 h3 6r 
Rl S-5 hs 6r 
rl h2 0 6r 
34 r1 , s4 s 6r 
S4 rl r 6r 
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Table o. (Continued) 
P.l. or 
C.I* no. Variety name 
1-lildevj 
Mace 9 
Lear ruiJt 
ritce i?ield 
head 
type 
5-340 
5551 
5565 
556G 
557i 
5447 
5449 
5 5 £9 
5557 
5559 
5560 
5585 
5587 
5631 
5644 
5645 
5647 
58£5 
581£ 
586 
5890 
5899 
591£ 
6011 
6051 
6168 
6103 
6104 
61£;1 
6140 
6179 
6182 
6195 
6 SOB 
G. C. Selection r-4 o  R2f U  6R 
{| o4 O RO 3 6R 
H R2- R^+ R 6!{ 
It -v2 ^0; 6R 
6R i( R2- Rt^; 
l l 34 33 2R 
Spray - - _ R 6H 
It r{2 R^~ S 6H 
Dicktoo R1 RCI ; r.'j i i  OR 
Apshon ll RO; 1"^  6 P. 
r:;0 R1 !{ 6R 
C' ^  O . RO; R 6R 
0,4 t j  RO; bii 
:iO R1 3 6n 
R1 R2^- 3 6B1 
Caspian R1 , 
R" 3^ 
R° R 6R 
Tradak C'.J HS 6E1 
Marco «. R 6R 
t?l' R2- S 6H 
RO; R2+ 3 6R 
Muraski Mochl 
Peruvian 1 
Commander 
rO 
;4 o • 
wl c-<4 
-:3' 
Early Deardless 3^ Mo 
Long Glumes 
Danne 115 
Weak Two-rowed 
Belli Barley 
cebr.df! cap.'=t 
R 
r2 
r2 
RO; 
cj3 
2' 
•;1 
rO 
r 
r1,s4 
rO; . 
h3 
R 
R 
hb 
R 
gil 
6R 
6;< 
6-{ 
6R 
61-1 
2r 
6R 
6r 
s.;n, 
2r 
6R 
br 
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Table 3. (Con1;inued) 
P.I. or Mildew Leaf runt JJead 
G.I. no. Variety name Hs.oe 9 Fla.ce 1- Field type 
6^25 
6268 
6E59 
6273 
3276 
6305 
5306 
6313 
6314 
6316 
6330 
637 
6373 
640;^ 
6448 
6459 
6471 
6477 
6476 
6490 
6491 
6574 
66^9 
6660 
6665 
6685 
6703 
6717 
67i;s 
5980 
6998 
7028 
mo 
7193 
7197 
Smooth Awn 86 
Maics.no VJ:-jse 33 
Poltawa (Russian 1<^ 
Romanion 20 
Psa Knon 
Ricardo 
Dpanisohe 
AustraliBChe 22 
Durani 
Randolph 
Davidson 
Brugh 76 
Bere 
Schladener 
Brugh 23 
Hooded 16 
Triple on Lemma 
Wong 
R1 
3^ 
Rl 
^4 
s-^ 
33 
RO 
R1 , s4 
0 
-V K / 
rj 
0 
EAR 
63 
5B1. 
6R 
6'? 
RO; 
RO 
R1 '0^  
RO» 
^3-•4 
R 
R 
H3 
6R 
6R 
GR 
6R 
Rl 
0-i 
R0,S4 
33 
R1,S3 
34' 
Rl, S3 
RO 
FT 0 
HS 
ij 
HS 
R 
6R 
6R 
.. 
2R 
6R 
Rl 
S4 
F«4 
RO 
r2+ 
s3 
RO 
r 
S 
Ij 
V> 
' i 
6R 
2R 
6}I 
2R 
6R 
54 
34 
34 
Rl 
RO; 
r2 
ro 
rO 
33-
d 
HG 
ri ijf 
ry 0 
6H 
6H 
6S 
6R 
6R 
fyi 
a2,s4 
i 
r1,s3 
s3 
R'^,S3 
3 
R 
n j 
3 
n 
6R 
6R 
6R,5B 
6-2R 
w;,\ 
7.3 
'•'o 
Rl 
RO ; 
0/3 
R^ 
s 
s 
R 
0 
6K 
65 
6R 
3R 
6R 
bU 
Table 3. (Continued.) 
•
 
I—
i 
c
 T. J' •'•ilclevj rin^t Keii.u 
W.I. no. Variety aaine I iace 9 Race 4 Field typ J 
7208 Rl i:j2+ 0 6a 
7224 R1 t{2+ tuX I 
72oij RO; 0 6R 
7 ijSk; Lignee 185 5^ rr ' 6R 
7500 Alzu Ko. 6 L H.3 611 
7306 Siroinuti'i III s3 *3 6R 
7520 34 R2 L? 6rt 
75L5 Atlas 46 RO-1 R 6H 
7550 Tanwase • y'li 3"^ l> 6-2R 
7 o o uj Aizu-Haclaks Wo. o ill I'i 6R 
7556 Hacialta-Rikuu No • 1 Rl-'- R2 ii 6R 
7564 Alzu No. 2 !|1+ 6R 
75?^ Hosoinugi 54 R2+ s 6R 
7581 Kiyagi Ho. 12 • (2- H2S- 0 6)R 
7411 Ghe-chan Ko. 5 :-;2 r« 6il 
7418 Kyo-bae Ko. 55 r •, R2+ CI 8R 
7420 Mariiffioat 35 r: 2 0 3 r*» 6R 
7454 Suwon No. 5 GR 
7451 Suvjon No. 29 55 s GR 
74 0L; Blanquet-A RO ;, s'^ R 6R 
7505 R R;Q 
7 c2S Vlma ^4 R 5H 
7544 Lico 1 •^o 33 R,3 5::! 
7 000 ri 0 6S 
?56b '•.3 w R 6R 
7575 G-C. Selection 
R1 , 3 ~ from G-I. 6625 R 6R 
7574 C.C. Selection 
r.o; from C .1. 6625 R?- R '0.:. 
759;. Donarl • \ iC/ R Li{ 
7610 RO; ,3-^ 0 6:i 
7611 "(1 Q5 \ »^ R1 , rA 1*^ (j' 
761S 
?61ij 
76hi0 
7672 
767.3 
•aO 
r" 
pic. 
rio 
c;:i-
wJ 
s 
6r 
oil 
6h 
6r 
6r 
5i 
T abl 0 5. (Go a Uinued) 
p.i. 
0  . 1  
or 
no . 7ari^jl,v aajae hacs 9 
a /j ; 
Hac 6 
Hsao. 
oyoc 
( OO. 
7714 
??oU 
774ii 
774o 
7? ( 
7?t:j 
7 78c 
* O '\J o 
7807 
78 J. 1 
A i. i'l o •  ^
ro 34 
o3' • 
,30 
-P'^4 •- ' V J -C x v i 
;io 
rO 
i'J 
'\ ^ 
, s 
i{^ 
:;>0 a. 4 
R~,S'^ c3 
f.'' 
•«» 
^0- •.> 
;;;4 
d*" 
R^~ H 
f{S- R 
FtO !•{ 
. 1 
t"^ 
c 4 ij J 
i"fi-+' . .  
111 «o 
aO i t. 
R-- i3 
{ -4 
£vv 
o:-; 
gu 
r" \ • oj \ 
0;(. 
6 'i 
b.;\ 
tih 
'oA 
6R 
oh 
b \ 
G a 
( iCi 
784^3 
78oo 
78s;i 
r w 
7G05 
79 o:. 
79 5 L 
7960 
0 <•<': 
r0,3^i 
,.4 
I 
c.3 
r-;l 
r1 
r-.! 
r1 
q3-
3't^~ 
R-
S3 
R 
Vi 
R 
r,3 
r 
H 
H'' 
b 
h3 
h3 
gr 
61 •( 
6n, 
6'!h 
6r 
6r 
6n 
ic.i'v 
tr 
79 S9 
8036 
8051 
soeo 
bodb 
Stephan 
'"'.i o ' i  
-4 i.v 
i-il :;4 
,^ 0 
hi;. qa. i 
1 ' '
an 
R 
u 
R 
t:si\ 
r i ci i 
k: • 'v 
g-k;r 
b07o 
8103 
1709.59 
170957 
17097.3 
Piedmont r - O  > i 
r^ 
r*-. 
I-4 ij 
0.3 
o, 
r 
b 
]'< 
bu 
6s 
63 
52 
Table 3. (Continued) 
i.I. or t' 
Ly • I  • no • Variety narae ' 
171930 Forrajera R.M. 85 
171934 Ivlsconsln Winter 
X Ulabron 
172510 
1725£5 
173i',40 Mans holt's Sveryige 
1744ii6 Ille de Re 
174431 Tourettes 
17'.:435 Derenburger 
174439 Berg 
174440 Kalkreuter 
174444 Peragis 
174450 Lafite 
174484 Orge 227 Bohrlbaux 
174490 Orge fcarocalne 017 
174492 " 024 
174499 Comander 
176004 
176013 
176028 
176035 
176052 
176054 
176058 
176078 
176081 
176128 
176154 
178291 
178299 
178315 
178330 
178337 
178375 
178376 
178378 
Mlldei-j Legf rust Kef.d 
Hace 9 RKce 4 Field type 
s-i. 
3:^ 
3"^ 
s-
0.4 
34 
rJ" 
sr 
ilo 
ci4 
r1 
(3-4 
rO; 
rO ; 
pi 
rO"> 
r^ 
r 0 jo 
33 
r2 
r1 
R1-2 
r1-2,s3 
l-g 
n 3 -
p2 
• ^ r-r qo 
r''-
r^.c+ 
r1 
r-^ 
r-
s3 
r^+ 
rl.i 
rO' 
i3 
d 
P 
R 
R 
n 11 
h 
R 
R 
j^0;-1^33 y. 
R 
r 
R 
R 
rd 
HS 
R 
3 
li3 
R 
3 
6R 
6R 
6R 
;'=R 
6R 
6R 
6R 
6R 
6R 
GR 
6r 
6R 
6r 
GR 
6r 
6R 
5R 
5B1. 
6R 
6R 
6R 
6B1. 
6B1. 
6R 
6R 
2R 
6R 
6R 
C.4 RJ" Q L.' 6R f^2 R2+ s 2R 
RO; R 6R 
R1 R 6R 
3^ R^-^ > R 2 semi 
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Table 3. (Continued) 
0^" Mil lev; Leal' rust; Head 
G.I. no. Varieuy name Race"9 "Race 4 Field" type 
178360 r1 r 6r 
178409 34 iio; s 23 
2R 1784 ;ii 0 
178435 r2^- »;) 2r 
1784^2 !{l+' c 2b1 
178460 ,.1-2 s 2 e 
178567 t:j2 r2+ s 2r 
178584 / •s^ 2r 
178589 s 2r 
178599 34 1^1+ r 6r 
178613 .34 rOJ r 6r 
6r 178620 b r1 r 
178630 rO; p 6r 
178638 rli2 r2 a 6r 
6r 18065e h 265 s4 r1- r\ 
180656 h 2159 r} q k. 6r 
180660 562/46 c'j: ^ t r 0 6r 
160664 4039/38 , , ,  c.^  or 
180666 930/48 0 r^ s or 
180667 1155/48 rO r s 6r 
180668 1281/48 rO r1 r 6r 
180669 1290/48 r'^ r;; r 6r 
18067i: h2274 r[^> r 6r 
180680 h 269 r2 r-- s 6r 
180685 6229/37 s 2r 
180691 828/45 rO r1 r 2r 
181093 ro r1 s 6r 
182357 ^j1-2 h2 hs 2r 
182368 R2 r^- hs 2r 
182394 R^,U4 ri s 6r 
182639 Ivjate R1 3-^ 3 6r 
182642 Blzenwase Saitaina r1 3'^ h3 6r 
182884 r1 r2,33 h3 2r 
183370 PAzu. Hadaka 3 r-, sj r! h3 6r 
163372 Aizu 5 r^-,3'5 r't k.) 6r 
Table 5. (Continued) 
i'. i. or 
C. X .  no Variety narrie 
KildRV-; runt llead 
Raoe 9 Re.ce Field t;/pe 
183 75 
1B36H3 
183625 
1G363? 
1B4057 
184063 
Aizu 6 
Beta 8 
Beta 40 
Mizohegyser 366 
R'- T"^  ,  ^ HG G'i 
R1 p. 6R 
^4 c:^ 1 ! 6'^ 
A 
V >  "  R1- 6R 
HS 2!^ 
R2+ ri gR 
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Many of the variotlfs obtained i'rom Dr. Koseman v.'ere 
not pure Tor reaction to le: r rust and mildevj- In ;;:lving 
the reaction of these mixed varieties the predominant class 
was listed i'irst, followed by the reaction of the minority 
class. It v,'':8 assumed that the predominant class was typi­
cal of the variety, v;hile the minority class represented 
varietal mixtures. In some coses, hov/ever, the varieties 
naturally may have been heteroi^eneous for reaction to these 
tvvo diseases-
The source of the varieties, while not given in the 
tables, v;as available. A check indicated that North Africa 
and [ilastern Europe v;ere the sources of many of the leaf 
rust resistant varieties- Amonj^ r,he 15? varieties resist­
ant to leaf ru;::t under field and jj;reenhouse conditions, 44 
ccuije from countries located in the northern part of Africa 
aiid 4u came from European countries. Eighteen of the 48 from 
Europe came from Turkey and el^ht each came from Spain and 
France. India, v/lth 11 resistant varieties, ranked highest 
ajuong the Asiatic countries. 
Varieties tested in the seedlln{i stage for reaction to 
race 9 of powdery mildew numbered 391, and 228 were resist-
arit or mixed resistant and Buscej.)tlble. The resistant class 
represented a high percent;:i^;e of the population, but resist­
ance to mildew was one of the main factors considered by Dr. 
Mosemau when selectin;-; these varieties from the World 
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Collection. Since they were selected for resistance to 
niildew under field conditions v.'here race 9 was prevalent, 
it vjos expected th;;t many of them still would he resistant 
to race 9 in the seedling Gt:.;ge under greenhouse cond.itlons. 
Of the 226 mildew resistant varieties, 108 came from 
Asiatic countries, 48 from European countries and 35 from 
countries in Worth Africa. India and Japan v;ere the sources 
of <39 and 18, respectively, of those from Asiatic countries. 
Turkey was the source of 1-35 of the 48 fr'jm European coun­
tries. It is Vvforthy of note that over ten per cent of the 
varieties witii resistance to leaf rust and of those with 
resistance to mlldev; came from Turkey. Many varieties with 
resistance to these tv;o diseases also originated from North 
Africa. 
iieventy-nlne varieties had resistance to both leaf rust 
and mlldev;, and some had excellent resistance to both 
diseases. The C.I. or P.I. numbers of a few of the better 
ones are as follows: 2483, 2524, 3212-1, 3400, 3401, 3527-2 
3528, 3530-2, 3609, 3614, 3623, 3725, 4 219, 4220-1, 4291-2, 
4350, 4974, 4979, 5529, 5557, 5559, 5862, 6168, 6193, 6306, 
6448, 7748, 7845, 170939, 178630, 180669, 180672, and 180691 
Resistance to leaf rust and powdery mildevj a]:)parently 
is available in a divuraity of varietal types. This should 
provide an opportunity for selection among the resistant 
varieties for adaptation and for morphological or chemical 
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attributes desired in varieties for the region where breed­
ing for resistance to Lhese diseases is importent. 
Inheritoxice of Resistance to Leaf Rust 
All studies on the inheritance of reslBtance to leaf 
rust '..ere based on the seedlinf^- reaction to rece 4 of this 
disease organism. 'Xhe reaction of the parental vrrieties, 
their Fq_ progenies, and the rntios obtained for reaction of 
individual seedling plants In the Fg populations of 13 crosses 
betv.'cen resistant end susceptible v?rletien •••re presented in 
Table 4. The probabilities for 'goodness of fit to expected 
ratios as calculated from chi square also r.re ^Iven. Tr^:'ble 
5 shows the reaction of the parental varieties, their F]_ 
progeny, and the rf.tio of resistant, negreg; tinf:, or sus­
ceptible lines from 28 crosses betvjeen resistant and sus­
ceptible varieties. In discussing the different crosses, 
reference will be made to Uhe Fg or F3 results vjlthout refer­
ring to the particular tfble in which the data are summarized 
since all Fg data for leaf rust are in Table 4 and all F^ 
data are in Table S. 
All crosses \jere not studied in both the Fg and P3 
generations. In crosses studied in both generations the Fg 
plants classified v.'ere not those whose F3 progenies uere 
studied. They represented separate samples from the same 
5?aTDle h, Keaction of seedling plants of tlie parents, end F2 popul£,tions of crosses inwlving 
resistant and susceptible varieties of "barley to race k of leaf :rust 
Reaction of Pg population p from X2 
Reaction ITumber of ulants Ratio for goodness 
Cross and reaction of parents®' of Fi Rest. , Int. Sus. Total tested of fit 
Qjiinn (R^"*) x V/ong (S^'") 
" X Calhoxm (S^) 
R2 
s3-
658 
100 255 
57 
106 
715 
U6I 
15:1 
3:1 
.10-^15 
i50-i30 
Modia (R2"") x V/ong (S^) 
» X Calhoun (S^) 
s3 
s3 
523 
761 
lUa 
202 
665 
963 
3:1 
3:1 
.05-.02 
^.01 
Batna x ^ ong (S^) R2-^ 5^8 152 700 3:1 .05-.02 
Juliaca (bI") x V/ong (S^) R2 UU3 1H7 590 3:1 .30-,20 
Celiada Capa (H®» ) x Wong 
" z Kentucisy ^l (s^) 
Sotal 
rO; 
RO; 
563 
221 
JSk 
205 
71^ 
279 
76s 
295 
1063 
3:1 
3:1 
3:1 
.30-.20 
.95-.90 
.50-.30 
C.I. 252U (rO;) x Wong (S^) R2 292 316 181 789 3:1 .20-.10 
G.I. 6306 (r1) x Mons (s^) 
" x Smooth Ami 86 (S^) 
Total 
r2 
R2 
235 
97 
332 
U03 
250 
653 
197 
100 
297 
835 
^at7 
1282 
3:1 
3:1 
3:1 
.so-.70 
.30-.20 
.20-.10 
Peruvian (R^) x itong (S^) s3 116 160 117 393 3:1 .05-.02 
Carre ISO (Jf^') x Wong (S^) R2 joh 50s 257 1069 3:1 .50-.30 
C.I. 55S5 (r1) x Wong (S^) R2-^ 29U 735 2k7 1276 3:1 -^.01 
C.I. ^979 (R^) X Wong (S^) R2~ 273 663 26U 1200 3:1 .02-.01 
Reaction of parental varieties is given in parentheses follov/ing variety name or designation. 
Tat>le 5. Seedling reaction of parents, ^3 lilies from crosses involving resistant and 
susceptible varieties of barley to race ^ of leaf rust 
P from for goodness 
Heaction tfam'ber  of Ft; lines of fit to indicated ratio 
Cross and reaction of parents®" of Hest, Seg» Sus, Total 1:2:1 3:1 7:2:1 15:1 
CJcdnn (E^") x V'ong (S^) , 
I Calhoun (s") 
Total 
Kodia (R^~) x Wong (S ) . 
" x Calhoun (S^) , 
" X Kentucky #1 (S^) 
Total 
32—S -o-
.li. Batna (Br") x Wong (S^) 
" x Snooth Awn S6 Xs") 
" X Kentucky #1 (S^) 
Juliaca (R^~) x Wong (S^) 
" x Calhoun (S^) 
" X Smooth Awn S6 (S^) 
" X Kentucky #1 (S^) 
Cebada Capa (il®» ) x V/ong (S^) 
X Calhoun (S^) 
X Kentucsky #1 (S^) eOj 
Total 
G. I. 2^2k (hO;) X W033g (S^) 
« X Calhoun (S^) 
C. I. 6306 (E^-) X Wong (S^) ^ 
" X Snooth Awn 86 (S^) 
Peruvian (B.2) v/ong (S^) 
" X Kentucky #1 (S^) 
Total 
Carre 180 (R^*) x Wong (S^) 
" z Smooth Avm. S6 (s ' ' )  E 
Total 
79 60 9 1U2 .10-.05 >.99 
U6 53 U 103 .20-.70 .50-.30 
125 113 13 251 .20-.10 .50-.30 
s3 ho 21 22 1^9 .30-.20 .10-.05 
s3 31 U5 2^1- 100 .50-.30 .95-.9O 
s3 U2 72 ^7 167 .70-.50 .5O-.3O 
113 20U 99 hi6 .70-.50 .70-.50 
S2+ 7S 65 16 159 <.01 <.01 .O5-.O2 .10-.05 
e2 32 39 19 90 .10-.05 .50-.30 
— 32 55 i^O 127 •30—*20 .20-.10 
20 7^ 26 120 <.01 <.01 A
 
•
 0
 
H
 
<.01 
25 1^2 19 92 .20-.70 .50-.30 
rj 12 it6 23 27 .2O-.7O .90-.20 
65 25 ks 199 .05-.02 .92-.95 
EO; 36 6U 36 136 .90-.20 .20-.70 
E1- 17 26 15 52 .8O-.7O >.99 
E ; 39 95 53 127 .5O-.3O .50-.30 
92 12U 10^ 320 .70-.50 .3O-.2O 
R2 63 61 13 137 <.01 <c.01 .20-,10 .02-.01 
s2 15 J+l 13 69 ,50-.30 .30-.20 
s2 37 21 16 13U <.01 <.01 
2U 66 26 116 .50-.30 .70-.50 
s3 U5 62 3S 1U5 .30-.20 .90-.20 
s3 75 iw 161 .7O-.5O .95-.90 
91 137 72 306 .20-.10 .90-.20 
llU 55 10 179 <.01 .90-.20 
^ U5 36 6 S7 .50-.30 .9S-.95 
159 91 16 266 .01 .90-.20 

Juliaca (H^ ") x Wong (S^ ) SO 
« X Calhoun (S^ ) 23 
« 2 Smooth Am S6 (S^ ) - IS 
" X Kentucky #1 (S^ ) 65 
Ce'bada Capa (R^ ») x V/ong (S^ ) SOJ 36 
n X Calhoun (S^ ) fil- I7 
" X Eentudcy #1 (S^ ) S^ J 39 
Total 92 
C. I. 252it (SOJ) X Wong (S^ ) 63 
« X Calhoun (S^ ) E^  I5 
G. I, 6306 (^ -) X Wong (S^ ) b2 37 
« X Saooth Awn SS (S^ ) 2U 
Peruvieji (E^ ) x V/ong (S^ ) s3 
" X Kentucky #1 (S^ ) s3 J46 
2otal 91 
Carre ISO (eO?) x Wong (S^ ) E^  llU 
» X Smooth Aim 86 (S^ ) E^  
Total 159 
C.I. 3530-2 (Eoj) X '^ong (S^ ) - 55 
" X Kentucky #1 (S-) E^  hj 
C.I. 3S95-2 (E^ -) X Wong (S^ ) e2 3S 
" X Kentudsy #1 (S^ ) s3- 58 
Total SG 
Chilean C (b2) x Wong (S^ ) s3 27 
Chile Brewing (H^ ) x Wong (S^ ) s3 16 
7^ 2b X6U ^ 
MB 19 92 .80-,70 .50-.30 
i}6 23 S7 .SO-,70 .90-.80 
85 U9 199 .05-.02 .9S-.95 
6h 36 136 .90-.80 .80-.70 
26 15 58 .8O-.7O >.99 
95 53 187 .50-.30 .50-.30 
igJ^ 10l| 380 .70-.50 .3f>-.20 
61 13 137 <.01 <.01 .20-.10 .02-.01 
i^l 13 69 .5O-.3O .30-.20 
SI 16 13U <,01 <,01 
66 26 116 .50-.30 .70-.50 
62 38 1U5 .30-.20 .90-.SO 
75 to 161 .7O-.5O .95-.90 
137 78 306 .20—.10 .90-.80 
55 10 179 <.01 .90-.80 
36 6 S7 .50-.30 .9^.95 
91 16 266 .01 .90-.80 
89 9 153 .20-.10 .9S-.95 
85 18 150 <.01  < .01 
H5 26 109 .10-.05 .90-.80 
87 55 200 .20-.10 .50-.30 
132 81 309 .02-.01 .70-.50 
5^ 19 100 .5O-.3O .30-.20 
62 20 98 .O5-.O2 .5O-.3O 
^Reaction of parental varieties is given in parentheses follovdng variety nfane or designation. 
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cross studied In different generations. 
F3 lines v/ere studied for reaction to lecif rust under 
field as well as groenhouse conditions- In raeny esses the 
field reaction of a given F,3 l ine v/as not the same as that 
obtained in the seedlinj^ stage when inoculated v;ith race 4. 
A discussion of factors which may have contributed to this 
discrepancy of results •will be presented later- In view of 
these discrepancies, results were based on the g^reenhouse 
data, disi-'egarding field results. 
All susceptible parents of the crosses studied were 
classified as having 3^ reactions to leaf rust. The rust 
developed on the Wong variety to a point where it definitely 
would be classified 3^, but then degenerated very rapidly 
from a completely susceptible reaction to one betvjeen 3^ 
arid .  The leaves would become moderately chlorotic and 
flaccid, folloxved by a reduction in sporulation- High tera-
peraturoB appeared to accentuate tiiis change in reaction 
type- Unless greentiouse conditions were very favor: ble for 
rust development and readings were made at the most suscep­
tible stage, considerable difficulty was experienced in dis­
tinguishing betv/een moderately susceptible and moderately 
resistant reactions among progenies from crosses involving 
Wong. A majority of the significant deviations from ex­
pected ratios were obtained in the crosses where V/ong v/as 
the susceptible parent. The ratio of resirtcnt to 
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susceptible plants v/as higher than expected in most instances. 
In all except one cross betvjeen resistant and suscep­
tible varieties the plants were intermediate between the 
parental varieties, indicitinij an absence of dominance. In 
croGses v;hore the reaction type of the resistant parent ivas 
no hif^her than the F2_ reaction often approached iiioderate 
susceptibility and v;as difficult to distinguish from the sus­
ceptible types. The resistance from Gebada Gapa vjas com­
pletely dominant, the bein^^ equally as resistant as 
Gebada Gapa itself. Classification for reaction to leaf 
rust presented no difficulty in crosses involving this vari­
ety . 
Resistance to leaf rust in Quinn and Carre 180 appeared 
to be determined by tvra independent factors, each of v;hich 
gave resistance independently of the other. C.I. -3530-2 
probably had two factors for resistance, but the data col­
lected v;ere not sufficient to determine this. 
In the cross betv/een Q,uinn and VJong both the Fg and 
results fitted very closely the ratios expected on the basis 
of two independent factors for resistance. The Fg of the 
cross between Quinn and Calhoun fitted a 3:1 ratio and the 
F3 results fitted the exj^ected ratio for two factor pairs. 
It v;ill be noted that tne F]_ progeny of the cross between 
Quinn and Calhoun t^cve a reaction of . This inability to 
distinguish between heterozygous and homozygous susceptible 
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plants might have been reBponsible for thin ratio in the 
poX)ulation. On the other hend, if it is assumed thnt one 
of tue factor pairs in the absence of the other expressed 
resisttmoe only vjhen in the homozygous dominant condition, 
then a 1'3:3 ratio would be e^^pected in the Fg with a ratio 
of 7 resistant ; 8 se^'reg-';ting : 1 susceptible expected in 
the F'3 .  Tivo-thirds of the plsnts susceptible in the Fg 
should segregate in the F3 in a ratio of 3 susceptible to 
1 resistant. Actually a fev; F3 lines did segregate in 
ratios approximating <3 susceptible to 1 resistant. In order 
to explain the ?£ ratio of 15:1 obtained in the cross V v'ith 
Wong, it could be assumed that under certain environmental 
conditions, resistance would be expressed by the heteroz.y-
gous as v.'ell as the homozygous dominant condition. This 
possible explanation could not be substantiated from tne 
available data since F3 progeny from these individual Fg 
plants v;ere not studied. 
Ine F^ ratio in the cross of Carre 180 x V/ong also 
ap:,roxim;; ted 3 resistant to 1 susceptible. However, the 
results from lines with this cross and others involving 
Carre 180 gave satisfactory fits to the expected ratios 
based on tvra independent, partially dominant foctor pairs. 
The saiiie explanation for ohe discrepDncies botvjeen the F^ 
and Fo ;2.s prox^osed for the previous crosses night be offered 
here • 
The Fj rer.ults frorii the cronp of G.I. 5530-1;- :< Wong 
a. satlGrc.ctor5' Tit to the ratio er.pected on the VjjisiG of tvjo 
lactors i'ljr reaiatance. In the crosB vath Kentucky .'rl, the 
F3 results did not fit a tv;o I'actor hypothesis, but i.ero in 
bttter atireeirient v.-ith a dihybrid r;: tio 'uhcn that expected 
on the basis of one factor pair. plsntB from ther.e 
crosses were not studied. Since difficulty ivas e. perienced 
in claasifyin^,- protienies froin crosses involving- V/onj^, con­
siderable dcubt existed as to v.'hether C.I. .'5530-2 had one or 
two factors for resistynce to leaf rust. 
Resistance from Media, Batna, Juliaca, Cebsda Cc?j;a, C.I. 
£5£-i, C-I. 6306, Peruvinn, C.I. 3895-2, Chilean C and Chile 
Brex'/inij; appeored to be inherited on the basis of a single 
factor pair. In g11 cases where significant deviations from 
the expected 3:1 or 1:2:1 .ratior3 were encountered, the sus­
ceptible parent in the cross '.vas Won>j,-. In viev; of Uont^'s 
sensitive reaction type, more reliance was placed in the 
results obtained from other varieties with a more stable sus­
ceptible reaction. 
Crosses betv.'een 'Woiu-;; and C.I. 5585 and G.I. 4979 were 
studied in the Fg generation. V/hile the ratio obtained in 
both crosses deviated si^^nificnntly from tliat e:vpected for 
a sin^ile factor, results obtained could be explained best on 
this Oasis. 
The ratio of resistant, sej^regatin^ and susceiitible F:3 
linoG obtaixied from oronses of leaf nvit i'o3i«Ttp./it 
vcrletior-' ri3,TiRtc'iiit I-'eruviari :.:re i.;ron!ent:ed in Taule f3. 
i3atna, Jullr .IC!8., C.I. 6'iOG, Gr.rre 180, C.I. ^boO-S, aad C-I. 
••3895-1; ajjp; x'oiitiy had the r>6ine I'rctor for reoir .tanca to leaf 
rust as Peruvian since only i"ef3istr;nt lines v-'er-e obtained in 
tiie i;-;encration. Gebada Cr'.pa and C-I. segrc{_';rited 
into resistant, segrG^'atint^, nnd susceptiule F3 linvis on ohe 
bnsifj of tv;o factor pairs, indicr.tinf^i thr.t they did not have 
the satac; fr.ctort.'. for renir.taiicc i\B Peruvian. 
Inhijrltc'uice of RosiEtanco to Powdery Mildev; 
The reaction of the pc.rentsl v: ric tie?:!, their F]_ proQ" 
eny and the ratio of sunceptible to renintr-rit rlcnts obtained 
in the population of crosses Involving:, vrieties of bar­
ley I'CBistant and susceptible to race 9 of po>;dery mildew 
are presented in Table 7. 'ihe classific;; tion of F3 lines 
from these and other crosses are presented in T^ble 3. As 
in the leaf rust studies, there v;as no relationship betv;een 
plants and F3 lines, exce^^t that each represented a saraple 
of plants from the same cross. Most of the F3 lines classi­
fied in 'Che seedlinjv; Gt/:-ge in the greenhouse also v.ere classi­
fied for reaction to mildea under field conaiiilons. Incsaiuch 
es there v.as e.-trernely close a^^reernent bet'.veen the rei-ctions 
to roce 9 in the greenhouse and the field, only the results 
Table 6. Seedling reaction of Fg lines from crosses betv/een resistant Peruvian 
and eight other varieties of oerley resistant to race 4 of lesf rust 
r from X" for 
Cross and reaction Reaction Number of F5 lines indicfited rptio 
of parents a of Ft_ Rest. Seg. Sus. Total 7:8:1 15:1 
Batna x Peruvian (R"^) — 95 — — 96 — — 
Juliaca (R^) x 11 50 — — 50 — — 
Cebada Gspa (H^») X >A — 55 39 8 100 .10".05 .90-.80 
(J.Ir 25£4 (R^i) X 11 — 46 46 14 106 .02-.01 <.01 
C.I. 3306 (RI-) X li — 103 
— — 
103 — — 
Carre 180 {R^') x it R1 58 — — 58 — — 
C-I. 3530-2 {A^>) X li R1 102 — — 102 — — 
C.I. 3895-2 (a^-) X li — 107 — — 107 — —  — 
^"Reaction of parental varieties Is given in prrentheses follo--in~ vsriety nrme 
or decigncition • 
Table 7. Hesction oi' seedliiif^^ plants oi the p.- rents, Fi, end Fg populr-tions of 
croEses involving resistant and susceptible varieties of l/LTley to 
race 9 of poivdery mildey 
Reaction of Fg population P from X~ for 
Cross 3iid reaction Reaction r3umber of plants goodness of fit 
of parents®- of F]_ Rest. Bus. Total to 3:1 ratio 
i'lodia (R'^») x V-oiiti (S^) 
" X Calhoun (3-) 
Total 
RO; 
49 i 
728 
1221 
172 
235 
407 
665 
963 
1628 
.70-. 50 
.70-.50 
>. 99 
Cebada Gapa (r1) x wong (S"^) 
" x Calhoun (s^) 
" x Kentucky fl ( 
To tS.l 
^1 R  
s4) r1 
118 
550 
225 
393 
35 
190 
70 
295 
153 
7^0 
29 5 
ll^^B 
.70-.50 
.7r-.50 
.70-.50 
.90-.80 
Batna (itl) x wong (S'^) R1 578 122 700 ^.01 
Won^- (S-^) x C.I. 4979 (R<^) R'-' 1005 334 1339 .9b-.95 
^Reaction of parental Vc~rit:;ties is i2iven in parenthesis followin/^ v:^ric.-ty nrrne or 
designstion. 
Table S, Seedling reaction of parents an6. lines fi*oin crosses involving resistant and susceptible 
varieties of barley to race 9 pov/dery inildev; 
Reaction of ^ 3 lines p from for ^ odness 
iTunber of lines of fit to indicated ratio 
Cross and reaction of parents" Eest. Seg, Sue. 'Itotal 1:2:1 l!j:l 
Modia ) X V/ong (s3) 
" X Calhoim (S^) 
Kentucky ^>1 (s^) 
Total 
Batna (H^) x V'ong (S^) , 
" X Kentucky #1 (S ) 
Total 
Cebada Capa (E^) r ',/ong (s3)  
" X Calhoun (S ^^) 
" 2 Kentuclcj'' #1 (£^) 
Total 
C.I. 23Zh (K^) X Wong (S3) 
" X Calhoyji (S^) 
Total 
C.I, 6306 (H®) X V/ong (S^) . 
" X Saooth Avm S6 (S®") 
'ibtal 
c.i. 3530-2 (r°) vyong (s3) 
" X Kentuclcy #1 (S^) 
Total 
C.I. Ugyii (PP) X Wong (s3) 
" X Smooth Awn 86 (S^) 
2 Calhotm (S^) 
Total 
32 79 37 lUs .70-.50 >.99 
31 23 98 .50-.30 .90-.so 
32 8h 50 166 .20-.10 .20-.10 
95 207 110 H12 .70-.50 .50-.30 
35 so Uo 155 .90-.SO .90-.SO 
35 59 31 125 .SO-.70 .9S-.95 
70 139 71 2S0 >.99 .90-.so 
22 60 132 .20-.10 .05-.02 
23 22 13 58 .10-.05 .80-.70 
36 107 127 .20-.10 .70-.50 
37 IS9 101 377 .70-.50 .50-.30 
3U 73 30 137 .SO—.70 .50-.30 
20 30 17 67 .70-.50 .95-.90 
5U 103 U7 2051 .so-.70 .70.50 
32 55 35 122 .70-.50 .50-.30 
32 60 26 lis .90-.so .70-.50 
6H 115 61 2^+0 .so-.70 .90-.SO 
Ul 71 35 IH7 .so-.70 .90-.SO 
3U 95 ^5 I7U .30-.20 .90-.SO 
75 166 SO 321 .sc^.70 .95-.90 
^3 3^^ 6 83 .90-.SO 
32 15 3 50 .9&-.95 
9 12 3 2k .50-.30 
84 61 12 157 .70-.50 
Reaction of parental varieties is given in parentheses follovdng variety name or designation 
rroKi •jret;nhoiU':e oestfi v.rc prer-eMted here-
i;r. John luo'^^iiuui el£..a;.-ifi'. .d F- lin .n froiM tliree of the O 
cr'ossos to ri.ceG 6, 4, r,nd 11 of powdery rnildev. Tlieae 
classific. tione were ivi;?de In the ^i-eonhouse r-.t Raleigh, 
lior'Gu Cc:rolina. The;-e rcsmlts are presented In Tc-ble 9. 
The F2_ planto fro;.', four crosBes ivere titudi'^jd for re­
liction to race 9 and complete doininrnc« of re3ist;noe Vi-s 
f .'und in or.ch ccae. HesultB In the F'2 c-nd/'^r from 
c r o i ; 3 0 3  i n v o l v i i i ^  J l o d l a ,  [ J a t n a ,  C ^ L j b a d a  C . - ' p a ,  C . I .  2 5 : 4 ,  C . I .  
G0O6, C.I. 35o0-^£, Oi)d C.I. 4979 Indicated that realf-tonce 
to race 'J v;a.-] deter;;;in-od in each ca:-5e by a ain-le factor 
p;:.lr. In only one c-se v.'as there ai;y major dipcreppncy be­
tween tho .fctio:.; -..icpscted on the basis of sin-^le f-'Tctr^r 
pair and the actual r..tios obtained. This -.'p.b in the ?o 
popul;.tlon of the cross of Batnr, •./on^j.,. The olnneific.-.tion 
oi' chiGe F;^ plants v;a3 ni.?,de at a tl;r.e u-hen |j;:''eenhou;3e te:;i-
peratures vjere moderatel'.y hi^h. As previously indic.'.'ted, 
othi^r;; h;..ve found th.;vt high temper;.'turoG usually incrcDse 
resistance to pov .'dery rnlldevj. The high temper'atures a.ay 
have coiitributed to the deficiency of susceptible Po plants 
in this cross. The F5 results fro : ; i  crosses v.'ith Batna defl.-
nitsli' indicate that a Biuij^-le factor p:ir deteriained resist­
ance to r_.cc' 9 of povjdery rnildev;. 
The ratios obtained froir. cronses involvin^i: G.I. -^974 
iiiuic;;.to that thi£: variety had tv^o do!!iinan.t, indepenu.ent 
Table 9- Beedlin,;^ rcjaction of lines frori; crosses involving resistant end 
susoepLiblb- Vftrictie? of brrley to races 3, 4, i l  of uoti.'dsry 
iiiildew^" 
Reaction of F3 liuos P from for goodness of fit 
NuHi'osr of lines to the indicated ratio 
Gi'oss Rest. Seji- 3us. Total 7:3:1 15:1 
Rsces 3 f.-nd 4 
C - I • 6506 X 36"^ 32 60 26 116 .70- .50 — — 
Modi;,-. Ksiituciiy / l  72 6? 1 2  151 — .50- .-30 r-> .30 
G - I .  o o 3 0 - k ;  X  K e i i t u c k y  ^1 Sb 79 13 
Rcce 11 
174 .70-.50 .7;;- .50 
C • X • Ov*ud X • j-i. 36 60 26 118 .70- . 50 — — 
koaia X Kentucky rl'^ 84 50 166 .£0-
0
 
H
 — — 
C . I .  o b 3 0 - 2  X  K e n t u c - i y  34 v u  45 174 .90- .BO — — 
^Th.ise rotctiuns detyrn:ined by Dr. John 'i. i-lOBeaan, ;-?leigh, Morth Garolinn.. 
saaie recction aad ratios also v.-ere obtr.ined for- rsce 9. 
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factors for resistance to race 9. Fg lines from the cross 
oi" G .I. 6506 X S.A. 86 tiio.ve identical reactions for races 
.3, 4, 9, and 11, indicatint^- that the same factor pair con­
ditioned resistance to all races. Crosses involvin.H- Modia 
and C-l. 5530-2 gave identical ratios for resistances to 
races 9 and 11, but sei^regated on the basis of two factors 
fur resistance to races 3 and 4. One of the factors in 
these tv;o varieties apparently gave resistance to all four 
races, v^hereas the other j^ave resistance only to races 3 
and 4. fhese two factors were inherited independently of 
each other. 
Inheritance of IVinter versus Spring Growth Type 
It v.'as pointed out that the F2 populations of the 
crosses studied in the ivere space planted at Iv'arsavj, Vir­
ginia, a locction at which the xvdnters are relatively mild. 
This v.a;:; done to insure survival and seed production from 
plants of all growth typos since the true winter type plants 
would not hecid from spring planting. The parental varieties 
and B'l plants of most crosses were space planted along vjith 
tixe F^. The plants survived in all crosses, but in 
some instances the spring parent was killed. This would 
indicate th? t some true spring type F2 plants also may have 
been killed. 
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The clasGlfications for growth type of the F3 lines 
froiii the crosses studied are given in Table 10. An examina­
tion of the data shovjs that the winter x sprin^i,' crosses in-
volviiiji Ciuinn, Modia, Juliaca, Gebrida Cspa, Peruvian, C-I. 
5b-30-E, G.'I. 4974, and C.I. -2542 segregfjted in all cases in 
satisfactory atireemtnt with a sint^le factor pair hypothesis 
for {.^rowtii type, with sprin;^ grovjth type dominant. Actually 
no B'-]_ pl;nts vjere classified for •ji'owth type from spring 
planting, under field conditions. However, plants grown 
in the greenhouse headed as early and rersdily as the spring 
p: rents while the winter parents v/ere extremely late c?nd 
required supplemental light to bring about heading. 
In three crosses involving Batna, tv;o fitted the ex­
pected ratio for a single factor pair vjhile the third devi­
ated significantly from the expected ratio- G.I. 6506, 
Carre 180, C.I. .5895-2, C.I- ;.:524, and Chiloan G each were 
involved in two crosses and in each case the F3 from one 
cross fitted the expected ratio for one factor and devi­
ated significantly from this ratio in the other- Chile 
Brewing was involved in only one croas and the actual ratio 
deviated significantly from the expected 1:2:1 ratio- In 
most cases where significant deviations existed, there was 
a in&riied excess of v/inter types. Three of the non-winter 
parents involved in these crosses were semi-spring in growth 
type. While they did head from spring planting, they were 
Table 10. Classification of F3 lines for winter versus spring grov;th type in 
crosses of spring or semi-spring varieties with four winter 
varieties, Wong, Calhoun, Kentucky #1, and Smooth Avm 86 
P from for goodness of 
Number of F3 lines fit to indicated ratio 
Gross Spring Seg. V/inter Total 1:2:1 3:1 
Quinn x Wong 
" X CiJlhoun 
To tal 
Modi a X V/ong 
" X Calhoun 
" X Kentucity ,)^1 
To tal 
Batna^ x 'Wong 
" X Smooth Awn 86 
" X Kentucky #1 
Juliaca x Wong 
" x Calhoun 
" X Smooth Awn 86 
• " X Kentucky ,^1 
Total 
Cebeda Gap a x Wong 
" x Calhoun 
" x Kentucky #1 
Total 
C.J. 25£4^ x »Vong 
" X Calhoun 
C.I. 6306 X Vs'ong 
" X Smooth Avm 66 
Peruvian x Wong 
" X Kentucky #1 
Total 
Carre 180 x VJong 
" x Smooth Av;n 86 
To tal 
45 64 38 147 .30-.20 .90-.80 
20 58 25 103 .50-.30 .98-.95 
65 122 63 250 .95-.90 .95-.90 
44 66 39 149 .50-.30 .90-.80 
17 58 25 100 .£0-.10 .95-.90 
44 69 54 167 .10-.05 .05-.02 
105 193 118 416 .30".20 .20-.10 
40 67 52 159 .10-.05 .05-.02 
17 35 38 90 <•01 <•01 
35 66 26 127 .70-.50 .30-.20 
55 70 55 180 .02-.01 .20-.10 
25 48 19 92 .80-.70 .50-.30 
18 45 24 87 .80-.70 .70-.50 
53 94 52 199 .80-.70 .80-.70 
151 257 150 558 .20-.10 .50-.30 
43 52 41 136 .05-.02 .20-.10 
7 34 17 58 • idO—. 10 .70-.50 
53 80 54 187 .20-. 10 .30-.20 
103 166 112 381 .05-.02 .05-.02 
47 51 37 135 .02-. 01 .70-.50 
14 28 27 69 .05-.02 • 0 tC".. 01 
46 40 43 134 <•01 <.01 
43 54 20 117 .02-. 01 .10-.05 
44 62 39 145 .30-.20 .70-.50 
43 70 48 161 .30-.20 .20-.10 
87 132 87 306 .10-.05 .20-.10 
62 63 54 179 -^.01 .20-.10 
26 31 29 86 .05-.02 .10-.05 
88 94 83 265 <.01 .02-.01 

J.W UCUU 
C»I. 2524^ X V/ong 47 51 37 135 .02-.01 .70-.50 
" X Calhoun 14 28 27 69 .05—.02 • 0 ki-.01 
C.I. 6306 X V/ong 46 40 48 134 <•01 < .01 
X Smooth Awn 66 43 54' 20 117 .02-. 01 .10-.05 
Peruvian x Wong 44 62 39 145 .30-.20 .70-.50 
" X Kentucky #1 43 70 48 161 .30-.20 .20-.10 
Total 87 132 87 306 .10-.05 .20-.10 
Carre 180 x V.fong 62 63 54 179 <.01 .20--10 
" X Smooth Awn 86 26 31 29 86 .05-.02 .10-.05 
To tal 88 94 83 265 <.01 .02-.01 
G.1. 3530-2 X V/ong 38 79 rV oo 153 .95-.90 .80-.70 
II X Kentucky rrl 48 80 42 • 170 .70-.50 .99 
To tal 86 159 78 323 .20-.10 .60-.70 
G-I- 3895-2^ X Wong 15 44 50 109 C.Ol < .01 
il X Kentucky ^ 1 4-2 99 60 201 .20-.10 .20-.10 
C.I. 4974 X Vfong 29 32 22 83 .10-.05 .90-.80 
" X Smooth Awn 86 2£ 18 10 50 .02-.01 .70-.50 
Total 51 50 32 133 C.Ol .90-.80 
G .1. 2542 X V»ong 22 53 32 107 .50- . 30 .30-.20 
" X Kentucky #1 32 45 26 103 .50-.30 .98-.95 
Total 54 98 58 210 .70—.dO .50-.30 
Chilean G x V^ong 38 29 35 100 <.01 .05-.02 
" X Calhoun 13 16 16 .45 . 20-. 10 .20-.10 
Total 49 45 51 145 <•01 < .01 
Chile 3rev/ing x ^/ong 20 38 40 98 <.01 .01 
All crosses v.'ith V/ong 585 821 607 2014 <.01 < .01 
All crosses I'ith Calhoun 96 242 129 467 .10-.05 .20-.10 
All crosses v.'ith Smooth Avn 86 126 183 121 430 <.01 .20-.10 
All crosses with Kentucky Irl 350 603 362 1315 <.01 .20-.10 
®'These varieties x^ere classified as semi-spring in grov;tli type. Thiey eventually 
headed from spring planting, but v/ere from two to three weeks Ifter than the 
other spring varieties. 
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from two to three weeks later than the other spring vari­
eties. These varieties were Batna, G.I. 2524, and G.I. 
0895-2. The ratios from crosses Involving, them may have 
been affectcd by this semi-spring growth type. 
The ratios from all crosses involvln{^: each winter 
parent v;ere totaled, and they were not In close agreement 
with those expected on the basis of a sini^le f.-^ctor pair for 
growth type. In all cases there was an excess of winter 
type plajits. 
The results in j^eneral, hov;ever, can be explained best 
on the basis of a single factor pair for growth type. An 
F'2 population of 441 plants from the cross Carre 180 x 
Smooth Avm 86 was classified from spring planting. A ratio 
of 329 spring plants to 112 v;inter type plants was obtained. 
Tills ratio fitted very closely that expected on the basis 
of a single dominant I'actor for spring growth type. 
Inheritance of Rough versus Smooth Awns 
The Fg plants from five crosses involving Smooth Awn 
86 were classified for rough versus smooth awns. The re­
sults of these studies are presented in Table 11. A ratio 
of approximately 3 rough to 1 smooth avmed plant was ob­
tained in all crosses, and in no case did the actual ratio 
deviate significantly from the expected. Smooth av;ns ap-
pe:;red to be determined by a single, recessive factor pair. 
Table 11. Classification, of Fp Plants I'or rough versus smooth av;ns in crosras 
of five rough awned^verieties with b. smooth rwneu viriety. Smooth 
Avvn 85 
Number of Fg plants p from for goodness of 
Cross Rough Smooth Total fit t,o s 3:1 ratio 
astna x Smoo In /.v.ii 85 28 90 .30-
Juliaca y. '' 70 17 87 • 30— 
C.I. 6306 X " 8S .30 118 >.99 
Carre 180 :c " 6£ 24 86 • 50-
C.I. 4974 X " 55 15 51 .70-
'JlO tS.l 318 114 432 .70-
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Liak^.tie Relationships amont' Characters Studied 
heul' rust resistance aiid powdery mildev; resistance 
The probabilities for Independence of factors deter­
mining leaf rust and poi/.'dery mildev.' resistonce in the crosses 
studied based on the reaction of individual Fp plants are 
presented in Table 12, and those based on the reaction of 
lines are presented in Table 13. In no case did the actual 
ratio deviate significantly from the adjusted expected 
ratio, Indicating independence of factors for leaf rust 
resistance and those for mildew resistnnce. 
Leaf rust resistance and j-^rowth type 
The probabilities for independence of factors deter­
mining resistance to race 4 of leaf rust and the factor for 
j^rowth type are presented in Table 14. 'ihese probabilities 
were based on the classifications of F3 lines and were deter­
mined in 30 different crosses. The probabilities obtained 
indicated independence of factors for these tv;o characters 
in all crosses studied except those of Chile Brewing and 
Chilean C with VJong. 
Chilean C and Chile Brev;ing, botn Coast type uarleys, 
gave similar reaction types to mildev/ and leaf rust, and 
Table 12, Pro'DaMlities for indqjendence of factors determining reaction to race 9 of pov/dery mildew 
and race if of leaf ract l)ased on seedling reaction of P2 plemts fzoa cix>sses "between 
pov?dery raildew and leaf rust resistant varieties and the pov;derj'- nildev; cud leaf 
rust susceptiljle varieties, V/ong, CpJLhoiui, and Kentucky #1 
P frora for ^odness 
Iftimber of S'g plants of fit to ratio eapected 
Cross 
H. to 
fi.to 
rust 
mildew 
S. to 
rust 
5. to 
K.to 
rust 
mildev; 
S. to 
rust Total 
P from for 
^odness of fit to 
a 90j3j1 ratio^' 
based on actual ratios 
obtained for mildew and 
leaf riis t reacti ons^ 
Kodia X. Wong 389 lOU I3U 3S 665 .23-.10 .go-.70 
" X Calhoiin 569 159 192 963 .05-.02 .50-.20 
Total 95s 263 326 SI 162s <.01 .50-.30 
Batna 2 Wong iiHS 130 100 22 700 C.Ol ,30-.20 
Ceoada Uapa x V/ong S9 28 29 7 153 .90-.SO .70-.50 
" X Kentucky ^j^l 170 51 55 19 295 .90-.SO .70-.50 
5?o tal 259 79 sU 26 lAfg .90-.SO .SS-.95 
®'Based on tliree degrees of freedom, 
^Based on one degree of freedom. 
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Salile 13. Pro'baljillties for independence of factors determining reaction to race H of 
mildew in crosses between loaf rust and mildew resistant varieties anf. foiir 
Vfong, Calhoun, Kentucky #1, and Smooth Awn SG 
' 'Humher of lines 
L.r.- H. or Seg. iaus. Hal 
Cross Mil.- H, or Seg. Sus. R, or Seg. Sua. Total tei 
Race U of leaf rust and race 9 of mildev 
Modia z V/ong 89 32 22 5 lUS 9:3! 
" X Calhotm 56 20 20 k 100 9:3! 
" 2: Kentucky #1° S2 32 35 12 167 9:3! 
lotal 227 90 77 21 U15 9:3 
Batna 2 Wong 101 3S 1I+ 2 155 1+5: If 
" X Kentadcy #1 6H 23 32 8 127 9:3 
Qtotal 165 61 10 282 9:3 
Cehada Capa x Wong 6k 31 zk 9 128 9:3 
" X Calhoun 31 12 Ik 1 58 9:3 
" X Kentucky #1 105 28 38 15 186 9:3 
a?otal 200 71 76 25 372 9:3 
C.I, 252U X V/ong 95 29 13 0 137 U5:lt 
" X Calhoun UU 11 6 6 67 9:3 
Total 139 ko 19 6 20U 9:3 
C.I. 6306 X V/ong 80 33 17 U I3U 9:3 
" X Smooth Avm 86°'^ 70 22 21 u 117 9:3 
l-otal 150 55 38 8 251 9:3 
C,I. 3530*'2 X Wong 103 3I1 8 1 1^ U5;l' 
" X Kentucky i'^l° 109 36 18 8 171 H5:1' 
Total 212 70 26 5 317 U5;l' 
Race of leaf rust and races 3 and l-l- of m 
Modla X Kentucky ^ 1 101 S 37 k 150 1+5:3 
C.I. 3530-2 X Kentuclcy 131 11 2k 2 168 U5:3 
^Based on tliree degrees of freedom, 
^Based on one degree of freedom. 
^The same ratios and reactions found for race H of leaf rust and r-ace 11 of powdeiry mi 
'.Dhe some ratios and reactions found for race M- of leaf ruut and racer. 3 of povd 

factors determining reaction to race 'l- of leaf rust emd races 3» t-ncL 9 of powdery 
t and mildew reoiatant varietiee anc. fotjr leaf ruist said raildev; aasceptiliie varieties, 
ooth Avm 86 
2 P from X for goodness of 
fit to ratio 025)6cted 
Iltun'ber of P-j line a p from based on actasl ratios 
Seg. Sus. Ratio for goodness obtained for leaf rust 
Sua. H. or Seg, SUB. O?otal tested of fit^ and mildev? 
Hace U of leaf mat and racc 9 of mildev/ 
32 22 5 1U8 9!3:3:1 r50-,30 .50-.30 
20 20 h 100 9s3:3:l .95-.90 .50-.30 
3S 35 12 167 9:3:3:1 .50-.30 .50-.30 
90 77 21 U15 9:3!3:1 r50-,30 .20-.10 
3s lU 2 . 155 1+5:15:3:1 .20-.10 .30-.20 
23 32 s 127 9:3:3:1 .50-.30 .50-.30 
61 U6 10 282 9:3:3:1 .20-.10 .20-,10 
31 2U 9 128 9:3:3:1 1 • 0
 
.70-.50 
12 111 1 58 9:3:3:1 .70-.50 .10-.05 
28 3S 15 186 9:3:3:1 .70-.50 .30-.20 
71 76 25 372 9:3:3:1 .80-.70 .80-.70 
29 13 0 137 ^5:15:3:1 .10-.05 .05-.02 
11 6 6 67 9:3:3:1 .30-.20 .05-.02 
!«) 19 6 20U 9:3:3:1 -c.oi .90-.80 
33 17 I3U 9:3:3:1 .10-.05 .50-.30 
22 21 U 117 9:3:3:1 .80-.70 .50-.30 
55 38 8 251 9:3:3:1 .10-.05 .20-.10 
3^ 8 1 II+6 U5;15:3:1 .9S-.95 .50-.30 
36 18 8 171 1^5:15:3:1 <.01 .70-.50 
70 26 9 317 U5;15:3:1 <,01 .95-.90 
Race ^ of leaf rust and races 3 and U of inildev/ 
8 37 U 150 l45;3:15:l ,90-.80 .70-.50 
11 2U 2 168 ^^5:3:15:1 .10-.05 I.OO-.99 
36 H of leaf rust and ivice 11 of pov/dery mildew. 
36 U of leaf rust and racei? 3 ^ oi' pov/dery mildew. 

OJable iM", Probabilities for independence of factors determining reaction to race U of leaf rust and 
growth type in crosses "betv/een leaf mst resistant, ^ring or semi-spring varieties and 
four leaf rust susc^tilile, winter varieties, Wong, Calhoun, Kentuclqy #1, and aaooth 
Avm 86 
]test. or Seg. 
^ring 
Bnaber of jTj lines 
Sasceptible 
^ring Hatio 
P from for good­
ness of fit to ratio 
P from X2 esgsected "based on 
for actual ratios o"b-
goodness tained for leaf rust 
Cross or Seg. Winter or Seg. Winter Total tested of fit®- and growtii 
Qoinn z Wong 100 37 9 1 1^7 U5!l5:3!l .70-.50 ,30-.20 
" X Calhoun 7U 25 k 0 103 45:15:3:1 .70-.50 .30-.20 
Sotal I7h 62 13 1 250 ^5:15:3:1 .50-.30 .20-.10 
Modia z Wong 77 25 33 Ik IU9 9:3:3:1 .70-.50 .50-.30 
" X Calhoun 52 25 23 1 101 9:3:3:1 .10-.05 <.01 
" X Eentidjy #1 83 37 30 17 167 9:3:3:1 .10-.05 .70-.50 
Total 212 S7 S6 32 U17 9:3:3:1 .20-.10 .70-.50 
Batna^ x Ifong. ^3 9 7 156 ^5:15:3:1 -^.01 .30-.20 
« X Smooth Awn 86 % 28 9 10 90 9:3:3:1 c.Ol .50-.30 
" X Eentucky #1 71 l6 31 9 127 9:3:3:1 .20-.10 .70-.50 
Total 211 S7 ks 26 373 9:3:3:1 .02-.01 .50-.30 
Juliaca x. Wong 10k 50 21 5 ISO 9:3:3:1 ^.01 .20-.10 
" X CalhoTin 6o 13 13 6 92 9:3:5:1 .50-.30 .20-.10, 
" X Smooth. Awn 86 h5 i;^ IS 5 87 9:3:3:1 .50-.SO .50-.30 
" X Kentucky #1 Ilk 36 33 16 199 9:3:3:1 .7O-.5O .30-.20 
Sotal 323 lis S5 32 55s 9:3:3:1 .5O-.3O .95-.9O 
Ce'bada Capa x Wong 70 30 25 11 136 9:3:3:1 .70-.50 .9S-.95 
" X Calhoun 32 11 9 6 5S 9:3:3:1 .70-.50 .30-.20 
" s Kentucky #1 91 k2 Hi 12 1S6 9:3:3:1 .30-.20 .30-.20 
Total 193 83 75 29 3S0 9:3:3:1 .20-.10 .70-.50 
Carre ISO x Wong 117 52 s 2 179 U5:15:3:l .50-.30 .50-.30 
" X Sbooth Avm S6 5U 26 3 3 86 1+5:15:3:1 .20-.10 .50-.30 
Total 171 7S 11 5 265 lt5;15;3:l .20-.10 1.00-.99 
C.I. 3530-2 X Vfong 110 3H 7 2 153 ^•5:15:3:1 .9S-.95 .90-.so 
" X Kentucky #1 no 35 19 7 171 1|5;15:3:1 <1.01 .so-.70 
Total 220 69 26 9 32H U5:15:3:1 .02-.01 .90-.so 

'i-o-cai 0( L.W 
-*1 ^  .— — 
Joliaca x Wong lOU 50 21 5 ISO 9:3:3:1 ^.01 .20-,10 
" z Calhoun 60 13 13 6 92 9:3:5:1 .50-.30 .20-.10 
« X Smooth Am S6 19 18 5 87 9:3:3:1 .30-.80 •50-.30 
" X Eeatucljy #1 IIU 36 33 16 199 9:3:3:1 .70-.50 .30-.20 
fotal 323 lis 85 32 55s 9:3:3:1 .50-.30 .95-.90 
Cehada Capa x Wong 70 30 25 11 136 9:3:3:1 .70-,50 .9S-.95 
" z Calhoun 32 11 9 6 5S 9:3:3:1 .70-.50 .30-.20 
" X Kentucky #1 91 k3 Ul 12 186 9:3:3:1 .30-.20 .30-.20 
Total 193 S3 75 29 3S0 9:3:3:1 .20-.10 .70-.50 
Carre ISO x Wong 117 52 s 2 179 U5;15:3:1 .50-.30 .50-.30 
" X Smooth Awn S6 3k 2b 3 3 S6 1}5:15:3:1 .20-.10 .50-.30 
5?otal 171 7S 11 5 265 U5;15:3:l ,20-.10 1.00-.99 
C.I* 3530-2 X V/ong 110 3J+ 7 2 153 45;15:3:1 .9&-.95 .90-.so 
" X Kentucky #1 110 35 19 7 171 1|5:15:3:1 -c.Ol .80-,70 
ffotal 220 69 26 9 32i^ ^5:15:3:1 .02-.01 .90-.80 
C.I. 3895-2° X Wong 36 12 15| 109 9:3:3:1 <.01 ,50-.30 
" X Kentucky #1107 38 3U 22 201 9:3:3:1 .10-.05 .10-.05 
Ototal 13k 7H kG 36 310 9:3:3:1 C.Ol .10-.05 
C.I. 252^° X V/ong 85 38 5 8 136 U5:15:3:1 ^.01 .05-,02 
« X Callwun 31 19 9 S 67 913:3:1 .05-.02 .70-.50 
Total 116 57 IH 16 203 9:3:3:1 C.Ol .05-. 02 
C.I, 6306 X Wong 70 ^3 15 6 13 U 9:3:3:1 -C.Ol .5O-.3O 
« X Smooth Awn S6 77 15 21 5 118 9:3:3:1 .20-.10 .SO-.70 
!Eotal 11+7 58 36 11 252 9:3:3:1 .10-.05 .50-.30 
Peruvian x Wong 76 31 30 s 1U5 9:3:3:1 .80-.70 .5O-.3O 
" X Kentuclsy #1 S7 3'4 26 iH 161 9:3:3:1 .50-.30 .50-.30 
Total 163 65 56 22 306 9:3:3:1 .70-.50 •
 
r
 
•
 
VJ
T 
C.I, 25U2 X VJong 66 26 9 6 107 9:3:5:1 .05-.02 .50-.30 
Chilean C x Wong 5S 23 7 12 100 9:3:3:1 <.01 <.01 
Chile Brewing x V/ong 5U 2U I4 16 98 9:3:3:1 <.01 -Sl.Ol 
^|Based on three degrees of freedom. 
Based on one degree of freedom. 
"^Shese varieties were classified as semi-^ring in growth tj'pe. They eventually headed from ^ring 
planting, "but v;ere from two to three v/eeks later than the other spring varieties. 
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were similar in other charaoteriv'Jtics. Both appeared to 
have a slntile factor for leaf rust resistance, and both gave 
t_',rowt/i type ratios significantly different from that ex­
pected on the basis of a single factor. Both, likevjise, 
t.^ave ratios indicating; linkage of factors for leaf rust 
resistance and £;],rov;th type. Estimr tes of the linkage ex­
isting betv/een these factors could not be made since a logi­
cal genetic explanation for the growth type r? tios v.'as not 
presented. 
It v.'lll be noted from Table 14 that 65 F3 lines from 
the cross of Chilean C x Wong were classified as spring or 
segregating in growth type. V.'hen these 65 lines were classi­
fied for leaf rust reaction, 58 were resistant or segregat­
ing and seven were susceptible. F'ifty-elght F3 lines from 
txie cross of Chile Brewing x Viong were classified as spring 
or segregating in growth type. V.'hen these were classified 
for leaf rust reactioii, 54 vjere resistant or segregating arid 
four vjere susceptible. The ratio of leaf rust resistant or 
segreg;.i.tlrig to susceptible lines vjithln the spring or 
segregating classes for growth type was very similar in 
eacii cross. It vyas quite different in both from the ratio 
of approximately three resiscant or segregating to one sus­
ceptible line obtained in the total population of these two 
crosses. Further study will be needed to establish the 
linkage existing between these tvjo characters. 
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Povjdery niildew resiotance aiid pirowth type 
The probabilities for independence of factorB for grov/th 
type und mildew resistance as determined from the classifi­
cation of Fg lines are presented in Table 15. 'i'heBo vjere 
calculated for 18 different crosses, and in no case v;as 
there evidence of linitat^e of factors for these two char­
acters. The probabilities were relatively lovi iu certain 
specifid crossea, but v/hen the totals of all crosses with 
each inilaev; resistant parent v;ere considei-ed, the actual 
ratios -.-jere in satisfactory agreement ivith the cclculated 
ratios . 
Awn type and other characters 
„ The probabilities for independence of the factor for 
rough versus smooth a\\;ns and factors for growth type, re­
sistance to leaf rust, and resistance to mildevj are pre­
sented in Table 16. Based on the totals from several crosses, 
there appeared to be linkage between the factors for awn 
type and j^rowth type. When each cross was considered alone, 
only one out of five deviated significantly from the ratio 
e:ipected on the basis of independence. When the five 
crosses were totaled, a hi^-jily significant deviation from 
the eixpected was obtained. 
!Pal)le 15. Pro'ba'bilities for independence of factors determining growth type and reaction to races 
3» snd 9 of powdeiy mildew in crosses 'between mildev/ resistant, spilng, or semi-
spring varieties and four mildev; suscepti'ble, vanter varieties, Wong, Calhoim, 
Xentucky #1, and Smooth Awn 86 
P from for goodness 
P from of fit to ra.tio ex-
Sam'ber of F:; lines for pected 'based on actual 
Spring or seg. VJiuter I{atio goodness ratios obtained for 
Cross E.or seg. Sus. H.or seg. Sus. Total tested of fit^ grov/th type and niildew^ 
G-rov;th 1?pe and race 9 of powdery mildev; 
Modia X Wong 77 32 35 5 lUS 9:3:3:1 .30-.20 .05-.02 
" X Calhoim 61 13 Ik 10 98 9:3:3:1 .20-.10 .02-.01 
" X Kentucky #ic SI 32 36 IS 167 9:3:3:1 .05-.02 .70-.50 
Sotal 219 77 33 hi3 9:3:3:1 .5C-.3O .70-.50 
Batna x Wong IS 26 37 14 155 9:3:3:1 .20-.10 .SO-.70 
" X Kentucky #1 73 27 21 k 125 9:3:3:1 .50-.30 .30-.20 
!i!otal 151 53 5S IS 2S0 9:3:3:1 .90^ ,80 .70-.50 
Cebada Capa x V/bng 61 31 27 13 132 9:3:3:1 .10-.05 .90-.SO 
" X Calhottn 30 11 15 2 5S 9:3:3:1 .50-.30 .30-.20 
" X Kentucky #1 100 33 kG s 187 9:3:3:1 .20-.10 .20-.10 
Total 191 75 ss 23 377 9:3:3:1 .10-.05 .20-.10 
C.I. 25al| X Wong 70 20 36 10 136 9:3:3:1 .10-.05 .95-.90 
•" X Calhoun 31 9 19 s 67 9:3:3:1 .05-.02 .70-.50 
Total 101 29 55 IS 203 9:3:3:1 C.Ol .SO-.70 
C.I. 6306 X Wong 62 22 33 15 132 9:3:3:1 .02-.01 .70-.50 
" X Smooth Awn S5°' 23 17 3 117 9:3:3:1 .20-.10 .50-.30 
^Total 136 U5 50 IS 2!-!-9 9:3:3:1 .90-.SO .80-.70 
G.I. 3530-2 X Wong 23 28 6 IU7 . 9:3:3:1 .80-.70 .50-.30 
" X Kentucky #1° 90 33 36 6 170 9:3:3:1 .30-.20 .05-.02 
Total 17^^ 67 6h 12 317 9:3:3:1 .30-.20 .05-.02 
C.I. hjyU X V/ong 
S6 
57 k 20 2 S3 U5:3:15;l .95-.90 .70-.50 
" X Smooth A-m 39 2 9 1 51 U5:3:15:l .SO-.70 .70-.50 
Total 96 6 29 3 13I!- ^5:3:15:1 .90-.80 .50-.30 
Growth lype and races 3 and H of powdery siildew 

tl ^ £.6X1 tiUUU.,/ 7r->-
!Itotal 
-
lf
\ 
rH 53 5S IS 2S0 9:3:3:1 .90-.SO 
Cetada Capa x V/ong 
" X Calhotm 
" X Kentiicky #1 
Total 
61 
30 
100 
191 
31 
11 
33 
75 
27 
15 
I16 
88 
13 
2 
S 
23 
132 
5S 
1S7 
377 
9:3:3:1 
9:3:3:1 
9:3:3:1 
9:3:3:1 
.10-.05 
.50-.30 
.20-.10 
.10-.05 
.90-.SO 
.30-.20 
.20-.10 
.20-.10 
O.I. 
H 
252U X Wong 
X Calhoun 
!rotal 
70 
31 
101 
20 
9 
29 
36 
19 
55 
10 
g 
IS 
136 
67 
203 
9:3:3:1 
9:3:3:1 
9:3:3:1 
.10-.05 
.05-.02 
^.01 
.95-.90 
.70-.^ 
.SO-.70 
C.I. 
II 
6306 ^ v^ong 62 
X Smooth Avm 
Total 136 
22 
23 
45 
33 
17 
50 
15 
3 
IS 
132 
117 
2kS 
9:3:3:1 
9:3:3:1 
9:3:3:1 
.02-.01 
.33-.10 
.90-.SO 
.70-.50 
.50-.50 
.SO-.70 
C.I. 
II 
3530-2 X Wong 
X Kentucky #1 
Total 
8h 
90 
174 
29 
3S 
67 
28 
36 
6k 
6 
6 
12 
lk7 
170 
317 
• 9:3:3:1 
9:3:3:1 
9:3:3:1 
.SO-.70 
.30-.20 
.30-.20 
.50-.30 
.05-.02 
.05-.02 
C.I. 
tl 
14-97^ 2c '^i'oaag 
X Smooth Awn S6 
Total 
57 
39 
96 
k 
2 
6 
20 
9 
29 
2 
1 
3 
33 
51 
134 
i^5:3:15:l 
^5:3:15:1 
45:3:15:1 
.95-.90 
.SO-.70 
.90-.SO 
.70-.50 
.70-.50 
.50-.30 
Growth type and races 3 and U of powdery aildew 
i^dia z Sentiicky #1 95 6 6 151 45:3:15:1 .05-.02 .20-.10 
C.I. 3530~2 X Kentucky #1 113 13 1^2 0 16s 45:3:15:1 .10-.05 .05-.02 
fSssed on three degrees of freedom. 
Based on one degree of freedom. 
®She saae ratios a-nd reactions foiind for grov/th type and race 11 of pov/dery mildew. 
Bie sajae ratio and reactions found for growtli type and races 3 ^ of po'^'dery mildew. 

5?alDle 16. Pro "baMli ties for independence of the factor for roxigh versus smooth awns and factors for 
growth tjpe, leaf rust resistance, and powdery mildev; resistance in crosses between the 
smooth a.v'ned, leaf rust and pov/dery mildew suscratihle, vri.nter variety, Smooth Awn S6, 
and certain rough awned, leaf rust and/or powdery mildew resistant, spring varieties 
P from for gaod-
ness of fit to ratio 
e>:pected based on 
P from actual ratios oh-
for tained for a\-m type 
Immher of lines Hatio goodness and other charac-
Cross Eoii^^ Smooth^ , tested of fit^ ters concerned'^ 
Awn type and grovfth type 
%)ring ^ring 
or seg. Winter or sag. Winter 'fotal 
Batna x Smooth Awn S6 U2 20 10 IS 90 9:3:3:1 -«c.01 ^,01 
Jaliaca z " 5^ 16 9 8 S7 9:3:3:1 .20-.10 .05-.02 
C.I. 6306 z " 72 111- 25 6 117 9:3:3:1 .30-.20 .so-.70 
Carre ISO z " U5 17 12 12 S6 9:3:3:1 .05-.02 .05-.02 
C.I. X " 2S 8 12 2 50 9:3:3:1 .so-.70 .70-,50 
Total 21^1 75 68 46 u-30 9:3:3:1 ^.01 -^,01 
Awn type and race U of leaf rust 
Eest. Hest, 
or seg. Sus. or seg , Sus. 2total 
Batna x Smooth Awn 86 ks Ik 23 5 90 9:3:3:1 .50-.30 .70-.50 
Jaliaca s " h9 21 15 2 S7 9:3:3:1 .50-.30 .20-.10 
C.I. 6306 s « 69 17 23 s 117 9:3:3:1 .so-.70 .50-.30 
Carre ISO s " 61 1 19 5 86 115:3:15:1 -=^.01 ^.01 
Total 227 53 SO 20 3S0 9:3:3:1 .05-.02 .90-.so 
Am type and race 9 of mildew 
Rest, Rest, 
or seg. Sus. or seg Sus. Total 
C.I. 6306 X Smooth A\m 86^ 72 16 20 10 lis 9:3:3:1 .50-.30 .10-.05 
C.I. z « 3U 2 13 1 50 ll5;3;15;l .9S-.95 .90-.80 
Total 106 18 33 11 16s ~ — ,20-.10 

Juliaca z " 54 lb y & 01 •  U . 0  —  
" ~ ^  
C.I. 6306 X " 72 111- 25 6 117 9:3:3:1 .30-.20 •SO-.70 
Carre ISO z " U5 17 12 12 S6 9:3:3:1 .05-.02 .05-.02 
C.I. U97l!- z " 2S 8 12 2 50 9:3:3:1 .SO-.70 .70-.50 
Obtal 2kl 75 6S 146 ^30 9:3:3:1 ^.01 -^.01 
Awn tj'pe and race U of leaf rast 
Best, Best, 
or seg. Sus. or seg. Sus. 2?otal 
Batna s Smooth Avm. S6 ks Ik 23 5 90 9:3:3:1 .50-.30 .70-.50 
Juliaca s " ks 21 15 2 S7 9:3:3:1 .50-.30 .20-.10 
C.I. 6306 X " 69 17 23 S 117 9:3:3:1 .SO-.70 .50-.30 
Carre ISO z " 61 1 19 5 86 ^:3:15:1 ^.01 ^.01 
Sotal 227 53 80 20 380 9:3:3:1 .05-.02 .90-.SO 
Awn type and race 9 of mildew 
Rest. Rest. 
or seg. SU-B. or seg. Sus. Total 
C,I. 6306 z Smooth Awn 72 16 20 10 lis 9:3:3:1 .50-.30 .10-,05 
C.I. Ugyh z « 3^+ 2 13 1 50 ^:3:15:1 .9S-.95 .90-.so 
Utotal 106 IS 33 11 16s — — .20-,10 
fnJhese classifications tased on the Pg pleiits from vjhidi the lines v;ere derived. 
Sased on three degrees of freedom, 
^Based on one degree of freedom, 
*T!he sajae ratios and reaction also found for races 3» H of laildev; and avm type. 
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The linkage between these tv.o chpracters vjes CGlculated 
by the product method using the totals from the five crosses. 
It was estimrted that they wsre link^id with --39.-3 ^ 2.14 per 
cent crossing over. The expected rfttios br.sed on this 
amount of crosEing over v.-ere determined foi'* each of the five 
crosses, and the chi squares for deviations frora the actual 
ratios were calculated. The actual snd expected ratios 
and the probabilities for i-,oodnesR of fit are presented in 
Table 17. In all crosses except one, the expected and 
actual ratios were in good atireement. The ratio from the 
cross of Batna x Smooth A\m 86 did not fit the cxpected 
ratio. 
In order to check, further on the linkage between growth 
type and awn type, a Fv population of 441 plants from the 
cross Carre 180 x Smooth Awn 86 -was grovm from spring- plant­
ing. The spring type plants headed normally, but the v/in-
ter type plants remained prostrate and produced no heads-
The ratio obtained \vas 329 spring type plsnts to 11£ v/inter 
type plants. The spring type plcnts were classified for 
routih versus smooth awns and e,?ch was harvested and classi­
fied in the seedling stpge under greenhouse conditions for 
reaction to race 4 of leaf rust- These results are presented 
in Table 18. 
A ratio of 269 rout^ti to 56 smooth awned plants was ob­
tained among the sprini^ pljjrits. This rr-tio deviated 
Table 17. A comparison of actual ratios Tor awn type and j£:roxvth type x^/ith expected 
ratios based on linkage with 39.3 2.14 per cent crossing over in 
crosses of the smooth awned, v;inter variety Smooth A^/n 86 with 
five rough avmed, spring, or semi-spring varieties 
Number of F3 lines 
RouKh®- Smooth^ P frbm for 
Cross 
Spring 
or seg. I' vinter 
Smooth 
or seg- v/inter Total 
goodness 
fit° 
of 
Batna® x Smooth Awn 86 A— 
E-
42 
53.3 
20 
14.2 
10 
14.2 
18 
8.3 
90 
90 <.01 
Juliaca x li A-
E-
54 
51.5 
16 
13.7 
0 w/ • 
13.7 
8 
8.1 
87 
87 .70-.50 
C.1. 6306 X II A-
E-
72 
69.3 
14 
18.45 
25 
18.45 
5 
10.8 
117 
117 -20-.10 
Carre 180 x II A-
rr> 
45 
50.9 
17 
13.3 
12 
13.6 
12 
7.9 
86 
86 .30-.20 
C.I. 4974 X 11 A- k:8 
29.6 
8 
7.9 
12 
7.9 
V, 
4.6 
50 
50 .30-.20 
'io tal A- 241 
254.7 
75 
67.8 
68 
67.8 
46 
39.7 
430 
430 .50-.30 
,^These classifications based on the F2 plants from which the F.3 lines were derived. 
"^Based on three de^-rees of freedom. 
°Semi-spring in growth type. 
Table 18. Relationship betv?een gro'ivth type, avm type, end reaction to leaf rust 
race 4 In the Fg population of the cross Carre 180 x Smooth Awn 86^ 
P from for 
Character or relationship considered Observed Expected goodness of fit 
Grokvth type: 
Spring 
Winter 
Total 
Awn type within spring class: 
Rough 
Smooth 
Total 
Awn type vjithin spring class based on 
linkage v.ath 39.3 + E.14>j crossing over: 
xRough 
Siaooth 
Total 
Leaf rust and avm type vji Lhj.n spring class: 
Rough and res- or seg. 
Rough and susceptible 
Smooth and res. or seg. 
Sffiooth and susceotible 
To tal 
329 330.75 .90-.80 (5:1) 
llg 110.25 
441 441 
269 243.75 <.01 (3;1) 
56 81.25 
325 325 
269 256.7 .10-.05 
56 68.5 
325 325 
239 214.4 <.01 (45:3:15.4) 
16 14.3 .70-.50b 
49 71.5 
1 4.8 
305 305 
^A\m type and grov/th type readings made on F2 plants. Leaf rust re-ction deter­
mined on F3 lines. 
"This probability value based on deviation from ratio expected when calculated from 
actual ratios for each character considered separately. One degree of freedom. 
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significantly from a 3:1, but gave a satisfactory fit to a 
ratio expected on the basis of linkat:;e between ;);rovjth type 
and awn type v;ith 39.3 fc.l4 per cent crossini'- over. 
The leaf rust clasfsificatlone of Fg linos Vvithin the 
spiking class did not deviate signil'ictiitly from the expected 
7:S;1 ratio, offering additional evidence of independence of 
t i le  factor paire for leaf rust resifitance and [^roijth type. 
The ratio of resistant, sei^regatin^, and sunceptible Fg 
linys within each awn type class shovjed no linkage of fac­
tor's for av.'n type anci reaction to leaf x-ur.t in thir, crosfs. 
The data from Table 16 also inuic'.te independence of 
tne factor for awn type and those for resistance to leaf 
rust and mildev;. 
DISCUSSION 
The success of a breeding program which j:,ay the devslop-
rnent of disease resistant varieties as one of lt!= objectives 
is dependent upon the avcilability of Gources of ^ood re-
t-iatance to the dlse;ises concerned. If physiGlO;;;ic speclall-
z.£.tion is chEracteriatic of the diseases, it i3 eer>entl&l 
to knoi\ wiiich races of the disease organisms are present or 
X.otentially present in the orea where the resistant varieties 
will be grown. !\ knov/led^e of the reaction of meny resistant 
varietic-s to the different rricer. of the (5iF.e.sse or.^^nlsius 
Eilao is desirf.ble. The more informvtion the breeder hc.s re-
{^erding resistant varieties, prevalent racos of the diseases, 
and the relationships bet^veen these two, the better he can 
plan his breeding program. Information on the inheritance 
of resistance, the number of different loci at, v;bich fectors 
for resistance ere located, and the linkage relatloiishlps 
of each locus also is fundamental to a well planned project. 
Since disease resistance is only one of the major factors 
to be considered in the development of new varieties, data 
on the aijronomic characteristics of the varieties to be 
used as sources of resistance also Is hitj;hly deeirpble. 
The plant breeder or pathologist v>'ork.ing "i-dth the 
breedin-^- project often finds it convenient to test vari­
eties or selections for reaction to diseases in the 
s e s d 1 i ug s t a,:^; e iind e r g.r e e n ho u r e co n d i t i o 11 s. Th e n e tests 
often are conducted at specified Ceirpernturs nnd li/rht con-
di Lions Insofi.r s3 ^.reenhoune control is poBsibl'::.. From a 
practical arid oconoiuio point of vlcv-, the breeder ahould 
Icuow v.iietiior the same reaction r.s founr:. In the (?reenhoupe 
vjlll be exhibited by the VcirletieK or s<-jlections vjhen (;':rovm 
in the fjeeclllnij, t.nd ac.ult tat^ce. under vorylng field condi­
tions • 
StudlrtG of !?ourtje£5 of reaistf-ince ?.s conducted here .'-:nd 
elsowhere h; vs indicated tlu t i;:.ood refilGtcnce to lenf ruct 
and powdery iLildev.' of L); rlcy Ir; availsble in mnny vrrietles 
ol' divei'se origin and type. I'he study reported herein, like 
many othtirs, wcg vei-'y limited as far as i;he number of rocen 
of the disease organisms tnd coniblnr,tlons of environments! 
conditions used for determining reeotlon typen v.ere con­
cerned. Further studies of the reslatsnt varieties to deter­
mine tiieir reaction to other races of leef ruat and raildsw 
under vcryini/' combinations of li^ht, temperature and hur"idlty 
are needed. Tne breeder then cjuld choose ar, resistant 
parents txiose varieties h':.viii^- the most Gt.?ble resletance 
to the largest number of races. Inforraatloia of this type 
becomt;3 moi-e lmporl.;/int v;hen thv:re is a riniall number of dlf-
f'.;ront loci ft I'.hlch fsctors for reslntrnce are located. 
Henderf^on (26) made oroenea fimonjj; nine barley vari­
eties, each hL'Vini^ r: oincjle factor for resistance to leaf 
on 
rust, ;;'ucl found that the footor .for resistance in el:-."ht of 
them was locc'-ted at tiie same locue. Ho coticlvided th.?t 
Vieider, Bolivia, Purpls Noi:)sl, Ilodin, J'jorocoo, C.T. 5647, 
I-iarley -305, and C.I. 6305 all had the factor for re­
sistance ,'^nd deai(;'nytcd this I'sctor "r. C.I. '"VllO 
found to have a factor for reslotance at a locucs different 
frora th't of the other oif/h^-, thin --.'p.n deeignrited . 
In this study, eirht leaf runt rt;nistant vprietien ''/ere 
crossed v;ith resistsrit Peruvian, and only tvjo f-\'ave suscep­
tible r^egregateB amonj.',' the F3 lin^f?. Peruvian, B-^tna, 
Julisca, C.I. 6306, Cerre 180, C.I. 55-30-2, and C.I. 3^95-2 
all appenred to have a factor for resistance at the same 
locus. C.I. 6306 vjas aruong the of eii^ht varieties 
found by Henderson to hnve the Pa factor and also v;aa among 
the t-ii'oup of seven in this study having a comnion factor for 
resisto-nce. All 14 varieties app- rently carry resistance 
located at the locus. Inaorriuch as varieties I'ith a single 
frotor for reoistance to le?f rur?.t located at the Pa locus 
have ^jiven reaction typos rau^ring from to R^, it raises 
a question as to whether the factor for- resi. stance nt this 
locuH is the same in all varieties, the exprer-f^ion of re­
action being modified 'by the micro-environment, or whether 
different allelcB are involved. 
Cebada Cnpa and C.I. 2524 v.'ere found to hr.ve factors 
for resistance at a IOCUB different f3?ORQ t!:>e one in Peruvian. 
Thcfio varieticB shoulOi be Ct'o'o^od vith ero;., o r.he.r ?incl  Kith 
C-I-  idlu to deterniine vhi-i  the.i : '  or  iio t  i ,r ie I '  Q] locus 
be conunou nnoU;;,  thasie v^ rioticr; .  l i l^c^' lne should be 
crunced \;ith Gr.rrc IGO, arul rjex'-h-:pr: x.itli C-I- o5r3U-;~,, to 
fi i .d if  Uio sticdiicl  i 'aotox- foj: '  rcslsboi-ce in thfiso vr,r iet les 
io loc;; t . i :d r. 'G t l ie  locui? or is  differeul;  fron bo'oii  of  
tii&r-e looi.  r>L]ioe so of the vnrietie;? nturJiod hnve had 
the 3:uiie or al lel ic f^^ctors for resistance,  i t  sooras rratt ier  
pi-obsible only s  few addit ional loni may bo Involved in 
resistfUiCe to leaf rust. 
It would, soom desiraolri to «elect, v ^ rietier- vrhioh have 
;i. tsiii^le fact ' j r  for  reaistanee to le .sf  ru;-.t and -v/hich rop.re-
osiit aach dfjtabliahed. locus for use in loci?.tlrig new loci 
for i-esiatancs. Fourteen of the 17 vwrietie? studied h-ve 
hc.d a factor for resistance loc-;:ted at the locus. On 
this b.oijis it •i»i..,'Ula aeeK probable thot fnctor^ fcir rcfiiat-
ance in ur^ny other v.vrieties aiiiJ_,ht be --t thir. locun. There­
fore, if one v;ere interested in the number of loci for re-
Gititcnce that cjuld be found in 20 rcf^istant vr..riotios, each 
could be cro-ssed viitii d. v;.riety known to hnve the single Pa 
factor and with r r/unceotible Vciriety.  The cronsers vfith 
the BUBceptible variety could b(.- .studied to deter.'iiine the 
number of factors for- reGi ; ; tE.nce in each of the reniratant 
v^rietiee. /. very high percent;;,i_ie of the varietier; a.r,\idied 
thus ;. ar h;\ve had a sin-jle i'actor for resistaMco. Ail 
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varieties aei;ireg£i.ting on a single factor basis for leaf rust 
reaction in the crosses v/ith the susceptible variety and 
failing to segregate in the crosses xvith the variety having 
the ^  factor could be included with the P£ locus [^^ro'.ip. He-
suits to date would indicate that a high percent«^;^-e of the 
varieties might fall in this catef^'ory . 
Varieties found to carry a single factor for repistance 
but segregating in the crosses involving the P_a locus, and 
those segregating on the basis of two or more factor pairs 
in the crosses with the susceptible variety then could bo 
crossed with a variety carrying the Pa^ factor and vith 
varieties with factors representing other loci which have 
been located. All varieties having a factor for repistanoe 
not in common with one of the previously loceted loci could 
then be crossed among themselves in ail possible combinations. 
Perhaps the number of varieties remaining with unloc?ted 
factors would be a small fraction of the original SO. It 
appears that the number of factors for resistance among the 
k:0 varieties could be determined in this way with fewer 
crosses than by the conventional method of studylnf;; all pos­
sible combinations ajiiong the 20 varieties. 
Only a few loci for leaf runt resistance hrvc been found 
in the varieties studied. This limits the number of differ­
ent genes for resistance which can be conbj.ned Into a single 
variety. It also increases the desirability of the previously 
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mentioned study to determine which allele from a ^ iven locus 
is the most stable and glvas reoiBt&nce to tiie grewLe":".t 
number ol' races. Ihe best allele for use in a particulc?j' 
breeding proiiram mi^lit depend on the part of the country 
iiivolved faiid the racial coiuplex existing- there. 
lienderson (i-G) x'ound resistmice bo lesT rust to Dc iri-
coiapleceiy dominsiit in ail the varieGies studied. I'he i'}_ 
plantB rroiu crosses oi 15 x'-esistsnc Viurieties wita suscep­
tible varieoies were classified in this study, and the re-
actioiis v/ere intei^'ciediate Detv;eun i;ne tvo parents in all 
cx'osses excepu one. liesistanoe i'roni (Jeoada Gapa "was coni-
pleoely dominant, ana no dirriculty ',vus experienced in 
classifyinti segregates irow crosses involving Uiis varie'cy. 
nenaerson (26) reported difiiculty in classifying heterozy­
gous plants iron many crosses in his studies and the same 
dirriculty VJ&S encountered in this study. Perhaps studies 
shuula be conducted to determine the best environiiiental con-
aitions ror diri'erentiating heLsrozygous r/Lants i'roni homozy­
gous susceptiule ones where resistaiice is incompletely dorai-
naii'U oex'ore adai Uionuj. genetic stuuies are made on tiie in-
ixuriiiance oT resit;uaiioe to le&i" I'uat. 
XG has oeen staled th;:it riold aiiU greenhouse rei.ctj-ons 
oi' lines to leai' rus o were not the saiae in all ins "ciraices. 
Beverai .i- acbors couiu iiave conti'ibuted these disc.cepancit-s. 
'i'lie greenhouse studies were based on reaction to a single 
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race- Several races probably were present in the field and 
could have caused differential reactions. Leaf rust of bar­
ley is very sensitive to its environment. Reactions obtained 
under controlled greenhouse conditions could deviate very 
easily from those obtained under field conditions. All of 
the F3 lines classified were from crosses of winter x spring 
varieties. Seed of the Fg lines was not plsnted in the 
field until late in the spring, and all winter (j;rovjth type 
plants remained in a prostrate, rosette stage v/hile the 
spring type plants jointed and herded. The physiology of 
mature plant resistance is not understood sufficiently well 
to know exactly how this difference in stages of growth of 
plants of the same age aiight affect the expression of re­
sistance. If mature plant resistance were involved here, 
this difference in growth type could have contributed to 
the discrepancies between greenhouse and field readlnj^^s 
since all greenhouse studies were raade in the seedling 
growth stage. 
Resistance to race 9 of powdery mildew was completely 
dominant in all crosses studied. The classifications for 
reaction to mildev; in segregating populations were mf;de 
with more assurance than were the leaf rufit classifications. 
Actual ratios were in excellent agreement with expected 
ratios in practically all crosses. Crosses betvjeen vari­
eties of b; rley resistant to mildew were not studied. It 
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would seem hi-^hly cieslrsblo to study such crosses in order 
to determino the number of different loci at which factors 
ere loc:;ted for resistance to reoe 9 of powdery mildew. 
Viorkers at Geliforni,? h:-ve conducted such studies for race 
3 and hsve located factors for resistance at 12 different 
loci. Meny sources of resistance to race 9 are available 
and it would be helpful to know how raeny loci ::re repre­
sented and the linkage relationships of eech locus. 
A review of the literature on inhtsritanoe of growth 
type in bnrley revealed relatively few studies on the asso-
ciEbion of winterhsrdiness with the factors determining 
growth type. SchiemeJin (50) reported no apparent linkage 
betv;een ^rov/th type and winterhardiness in his studies of 
f^rowth type in b.-:rley. Even though there rnsy be no iienetic 
linkage betv.feen them, it seems rether probable that there 
would be some physiolot^lc relationship between growth type 
and winterhardiness. Varieties of cereal crops which make 
an upritiht growth in the fall or start jointln^^ before cold 
weather usually winter kill more readily than varieties 
which remain in a more prostrate state throughout the 
winter. 
Takahasi (56) described four types of barley growing 
in Japan which would lend support to the lack of association 
betv;een ;;irowth type and v/interhardiness. The four types 
xvere true sprin^is, true winters, and two intermediate 
types. One of the Internedi.- te types grew uoi'rf;a3.1y x>jhen 
Bov;n in the sprinij,, but »-hen gov/n in the fall could v/ith-
stcnd oold the nanit! ris true v/intsr types. This he cp.lled 
"iiiturmedium form". The other did not head from spring 
aov;ing, but r>till wss killed readily by cold from fall sovif-
ing. Thin form was called "pseudo~i';inter form". 
If these four forms could be expected cxinong the segre-
t^ateB from crosses of hardy, vjinr.er types x tender, spring 
types, it should offer certain poesibilities in a breeding 
prOi^ram. Much emphaBis is being placed on foraj^e quali­
ties of fall sown grains. Varieties making an upright 
type of grov/th in the fall usually produce more forage 
for fall grazinji than those maintaining a prostrate type 
of growth. If v^interhardy varieties with a spring type 
of grov;th could be selected, they might offer possibilities 
from this standpoint. Such varieties also might be of use 
in a farming practice common throughout the coastal plains 
section of Maryland, Virginia, raid North Carolina. Farmers 
in this section often do not harvest soybeans or corn in 
time to plant oats or barley in the fall. Kany will v;ait 
until late January or early February and plant a winter or 
serai-vjinter variety of oats. Barley is seldom used because 
the true winter varieties are not very well adapted to this 
practice. They often do not get sufficient cold to break 
the dormant, winter gr>owth habit, and are late In heading 
9(3 
and, riponln>^-. i'lOderat.tily v;interhiircly varietieB ol' bnrley 
vitii a spring lu-,bit. of -jrowth perhaps could be used in a 
ica-min^ practice of this type-
Middieton and Chapuian (37) assumed the aasociation of 
Biiiuoth fr.aiednesa and sprin,'i ^-;rov.'t>i habit to be a factor in 
the lack of ad.aptat;lon generallj' observed in smooth awned 
strains wJxen fall aovm at Statecville and Sv^annnnoe, ?;orth 
Carolina. In the crosses studied here, the factor for 
smooth awnedness viac linked udth the factor for i/inter ^^rowth 
type and this association should improve the chcUices of 
ETiiooth ai.ned typen bein;^; adapted i-ather than contributing 
to the lack of ficlai.'t;^tion. However, if the associf-.tion 
bettA'een the factors for these tvjo characters is no higher 
tiian iiidicEted by the resull;;s obtained here, it should pose 
no fiiajor problem in obtaining smooth axvned types with either 
Bpring or i/;inter grov.'th habits. 
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SUMM ART 
The reaction of -374 varieties of bcrley to rust 
\ia3 determined under field and tjroenhou'^e conditions-
Field reactions were based on natur?.l infection and rcice 4 
vjas used in the f^reenhouse studies. Of the 14? varieties 
found to be resistant, 44 originated from North Africfs ,:,nd 
48 oritjinated from Europe;-n countries. Fliphtecn of the 48 
froii. Europe came from Turkey and eij-ht each cane frorii Spain 
and France. 
Among 391 varieties of barley classified in the seed­
ling stage under greenhouse conditions for reaction to race 
9 of powdery mildew, 22q were resistant, or mixed resistant 
and susceptible. The sources of the reaifjtant varieties 
shovjed that 108 came from Asiatic countries, 48 from i'uro-
pean countries, and 35 from countries in North Africa. India 
was the source of 39 and Japan of 18 of those from Asiatic 
countries. Turkey was the source of 25 of those from Euro­
pean countries. Over ten per cent of all vnrieties vjith 
r^Bistance to leaf rust and of those with resistance to 
race 9 of poxvdery mildew came from Turkey. 
The G.J. or P.I. numbers of varieties found to hrve 
high resistarice to both race 4 of lefif runt and race 9 of 
pov.'dery mildew are as follovjs: 2483, 2524, 32].£-l, 3400, 
3401, 3527-2, 352B, 3530-2, 3609, 3614, 3623, 3725, 4219, 
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4220-1, 42b>l-2, 4356, 4974, 4979, 5529, 5557, 5559, 5862, 
616B, 619-j, 6o06, 644B, 774U, 7845, 1709.39, 170650, 180669, 
180672, and 180691. 
The inheritance ol' resisiiance to race 4 of leaf rvxat 
W8.S studied, in resistant x susceptible crosses Involving 13 
resistant varieties. Resistance from Q.uinn, Oarre 180, snd 
probably C.I. 3530-2 was inherited on the basis of two inde­
pendent factor pairs. ResistcXiCe from Media, B?.tnn, Juli-
aca, Gebeda Capa, G.l. 2524, C.I. 6306, Peruvian, C-I. 
3895-2, Uhilean G, and Chile Brewing appeared to be in­
herited on the basis of a siiii.le factor for resistance. 
No segregates suuceptible to le:.f rust \'eve obtained 
from the crosses of resistant Peruvicui with resistant 
Batna, Juliaca, C.f. D3U;J, Carre 160, G.I. 3530-2, and 
C.I. 3895-2, indicating that all ai'jparently have a factor 
for resistance at Liie pa locus. Susoewtlble segregstes 
were obtained i'rom crosses of resistant Gebads Capa and 
G.I. 25i:4 with resistant Peruvian, indie; tinj; that these 
two varieties have a factor for resistance at a Iccus dif­
ferent from ohe pa locus in leruvian. 
Cebada Capa was uhe only variety aiiiont:; the 13 studied 
in vjhich resistance lo leaf runt was completely doralnnnt. 
Leaf rusTi reactions of plants from crosneB Involving 
the other Iki varieties were intennedia'ue betvjef.;n the re­
sistant and susceptible parenl'-s. 
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Inheritance of resistance to race 9 of powdery mildew 
way atucLled in Gro3sea of eight resistant varieties with 
Gusceptible varletic ;G. Resistance to race 9 from C-I- 4974 
w£is inhiii'ited on the basis of two indepcnden I;, dominant 
factors. 2'lodia, Batvia, Cebada Capa, C.I. £5;;.4, C.I. 6506, 
C.l. 5550-2, and C.I. 4979 each had a single doniinai'it fac­
tor fur i-eslstance to race 9. Crosses involving C.I. 6506, 
Modia, and C.I. 5550-2 were studied for reaction to races 
5, 4, aiid 11 in addition to race 9 of powdery mildew- The 
saue factor oivini^ resistance to race 9 in erich of these 
varieties also i^^ave resistaiice to racoa 5, 4, and 11. I-jodia 
aiid C.l. 5550-2 eacii iiad an additional independent factor 
fur resistance tc races 5 ;.uid 4. Ko linka^ije was found be­
tween factors for powdery mildew resistaixce and those for 
leaf rust resistance. 
The set^regation for winter vereus spring growth type 
wais studied in 54 crosses, is single i actor pair appeared 
to determine grov; i:h type, with s^jrinc;; growth type dominant. 
Growth type was inherited independeritly of leaf rust resist-
aiice in axl crosses studied except those iiivolving Chilean 
C ana Chile Brewing'. Spring growth type and resistance to 
leaf ru5'.u a_pearca to be linked in those two varieties. 
I'Ui'thei' study will be needed to estiblisli the degree of 
linkage. ilesisCatice to powdery mildew 'was iiiherited inde-
pendeiitiy oi growth tj-pe in all crosses soudied. 
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Rough versus smooth av;ns vjaa inherited on the basis of 
a 3ine;,ie ^ actor pair vjith rough awns dominant, end was in-
iK-riued independently of reslataace to leaf rust and povv'dery 
iuildsw. It was linked with winter versus spring growth 
type witxi an estihicted 39.<3 ^ E-l-i per cent croBsing over. 
A discussion wes presented sutigesting the need for 
additional work on the reaction of barley varieties to the 
prevalent races of le;u' rust and povvdery mildew. The need 
for additional studies of the effects of oavironment on the 
e^.presaion of reGlsiiance by different allelic and non­
allelic factors was eiuphasliiuu • 
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